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•GSS

speaks
hopeful
Congressional
Senators urge UMaine
, •
to observe holidays
to university Democrats

Jean Hay speaks to the University Democrats.(Page photo.)

By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
Getting at the root of problems is the best way to approach
solutions, congressional candidate Jean Hay said.
Hay spoke to a sparse gathering of the University Democrats
Monday night, as the group continued a series of meetings with

candidates seeking election in
1994.
Hay is seeking the nomination with state Rep. Mary Cathcart,D-Orono.The eventual winner will face incumbent Rep.
Olympia Snowe.
"We look at the mess we've
created over there, and not look
at the problem over here," Hay
said.

•Fraternity housing

One subject Hay has strong
feelings about is gun control. She
feels that the Second Amendment
should not apply to people owning assault weapons.
"The Second Amendment that
the National Rifle Association
keeps pointing to starts 'A well
regulated militia,' not unregistered gangs," she said. "It's right
there in the constitution.
"I don't see any reason to have
assault weapons in the hands of
people," she continued. "Too
many people are dying."
Hay also said that she would
protect the right for sports people
to own rifles. She also supports
the Brady Bill, particularly the
provision for background checks
on people buying guns.
"If people are going to say
that these checks won't work
because people will go under the
street lamp and buy (a gun), we
should do away with pharmacies," she said.

By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer
The General Student Senate passed a resolution at their
meeting last night that will
urge the University of Maine
administration to give students
all U.S. federal holidays off,
and to move these class days
to the end of the semester.
This resolution, passed 14
to 8, with two abstentions,
grew out of an older GSS issue, which surrounded the fact
that UMaine holds classes on
Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday, an official national holiday.
The bill's sponsor, senator
Virginia J. McIntosh, spoke
about the special significance
that day holds to many people,
because they view King as a
symbol of democracy.
Bill Bates, a non-senator
resident of Knox Hall, was the
first during the meeting to

counter this viewpoint, offering that it might be unfair for
UMaine to observe Martin
Luther King Jr.'s birthday with
no classes, but not do the same
for other holidays.
"What about Veterans' Day
and Presidents' Day? Believe
it or not, those are two federal
holidays that I recognize,"
Bates said.
Later in the meeting, after
some debate among the senate, senator Andrew Weymouth moved that the resolution on the floor be amended to
include all national holidays
that fell during UMaine's academic year. Support was quickly raised for this idea,and Weymouth's motion passed.
With this amendment made,
the senate debated back and
forth on this topic for about an
hour.
Some senators argued that
See GSS on page 4

See HAY on page 4

•Hillary Rodham Clinton

SAE works quickly UMaine prepares for first lady's visit
to keep house
Kristi Hallowell
Staff Writer
Despite earlier reports, Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity isn't
quite ready to give up their,
house.
Financial constraints and the
actions of a few brothers have
pushed SAE up against the wall
with only two avenues out; to
rent out the house to another party or to bring in the kind of new
members that could immediately
start running the fraternity,
SAE currently has 20 brothers, only six of whom live in the
house.Fraternity President Kevin
Hanlon said SAE is in a position
where it needs to go find potential rushees, not wait for them to
come to SAE.
"Rush has always been about
putting up posters and saying
'come on down to the house',"
Hanlon said,"but we need to go
find the people with the abilities
to run this fraternity."
Hanlon describes the next
pledging period as "non-traditional."The pledges will be holding important in-house offices
and learning about the fraternity
at the same time. They will then
have the opportunity to move into
the house in the fall and help run

the organization.
"We are looking for highly
motivated men who like a challenge," Hanlon said.
Jon Endrud, a representative
from the International Office of
SAE, said the UMaine chapter
needs to pay off its bills and start
renovations on the house. If they
can recruit enough new members
they will be able to secure a loan
to keep the house in SAE's hands.
The fraternity has already had
several parities interested in the
house, but they do have some
time before a final decision has
to be made.
"We have about a one month
window to get the new members
we need, to keep the house," Endrud said.
SAE needs 12 more members
to reach their goal. Even if they
wind up renting out the house,
the fraternity will put the payments toward renovations so in a
few years they can move back in,
Endrud said.
SAE wants the new group to
start the process of becoming a
stronger force on campus.
"We don't necessarily have
to be the premiere fraternity on
campus, but we'd like to see the
See SAE on page 4

UMaine welcomes the first lady with a banner near Alfond
Arena.(Wickenheiser photo.)

By Mike McLaughlin
Staff Writer
It is not often that the University of Maine plays host to a person
of such status as first lady Hillary
Rodham Clinton, but when it does
a lot of preparations need to be

made.
A special planning committee
including faculty, staff and students was formed to coordinate
the Maine Forum on Health Care
Reform featuring Clinton and that
committee is now coming down to
crunch time.

John Diamond,acting director
of Public Affairs, is head of the
committee planning the forum
scheduled for next Monday from
10 a.m. to noon in the Alfond Arena. Diamond said one of the major
concerns surrounding the visit by
the first lady is providing enough
parking for all the additional people that will be on campus that day.
"The parking issue has been
one of the biggest challenges for
this whole project because it affects so many people," Diamond
said.
He said approximately 6000
people are expected to attend the
health care forum and about a third
of them will be people who have
probably never been to this campus. A number of special parking
arrangements are planned for Monday in order to accommodate those
attending the forum.
According to Diamond, the
parking area next to the football
field between the fieldhouse and
Alfond will be reserved especially
for this event. The Steam Plant lot,
the Alfond lot and temporary lots
on the recreational field behind the
tennis courts will also be designated for this purpose. The area immediately surrounding Alfond will
be designated for the media and
those persons with disabilities.
He added that the Ames deSee CLINTON on page 5
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• PLO agreement still weeks away
• US couple found stabbed to death on private yacht
•PLO

•Korean peace accord

Demonstrators hurl cow dung at protest Rabin says agreement still not at hand
South Korea(AP)— Protesters hurling eggs, rocks and cow dung battled riot
police in Seoul Tuesday after 20,000 farmers were prevented from marching on the
U.S. Embassy.
Two riot policemen were seriously injured.
Simultaneously, about 200 farmers took over the nation's major north-south highway
15 miles south of Seoul and blocked traffic in both directions, the national news agency
Yonhap reported.
Farmers were demanding a national referendum on the opening of South Korea's
markets to foreign rice. They blame U.S. pressure for South Korea's agreement at the
Uruguay Round trade talks.
Korean farmers claim imports of foreign rice and other farm products would destroy
the nation's traditional farming culture and plunge farmers into a crisis because they
could not compete.
Rice, the staple food of the 44 million South Koreans, is the main source of income
for the country's 6 million farmers. The price of Korean rice is four to six times the
international average.
Under the December accord,South Korea is to open 1 percent ofits rice market, worth
$25 million, in 1995 and gradually increase imports to 4 percent by 2004.
Anger over the accord prompted thousands of farmers today to attack riot police
blocking a major Seoul intersection about five blocks from the embassy and a half-mile
from the presidential mansion.
One police bus was torched and burned. Protesters grabbed shields from riot
police and burned them in the street. Black smoke rose over the city center, mingled
with tear gas.
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JERUSALEM (AP) — Despite progress in Israel-PLO talks, Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin said it will take time to overcome differences, and other officials
predicted today that an agreement was still weeks away.
Palestinians and some members of Rabin's Cabinet had said an agreement was close on
the final terms for Israeli withdrawal from the Gaza Strip and the West Bank city ofJericho.
Hopes had been high since a high-level bargaining session over the weekend in Switzerland,
with both sidesreporting good progress. But Rabin said several issues still needed to beresolved.
"I believe we are moving slowly in the direction of agreement. It will take time," Rabin
told American Jewish leaders in a conference call Monday night. "It will take more time
than we had expected."
Peace talks resume today in Cairo, Egypt, between Israeli and PLO representatives.
Deputy Foreign Minister Yossi Beilin suggested on Israel radio that a full agreement
might still be several weeks away.
Senior military leaders were quoted by Israeli newspapers as saying Foreign Minister
Shimon Peres conceded too much during his weekend meetings with PLO chairman Yasser
Arafat in Davos, Switzerland.
Arafat told reporters in the Swiss capital, Bern, on Monday that he and Peres postponed
plans to initial agreements reached in Davos after "the Israeli side asked for some more days
to study the new drafts."
The newspaper Maariv quoted sources close to Rabin as saying he was "very angry"
when he saw the television footage of Peres holding hands with Arafat as they walked to
the podium Sunday for a news conference in Davos.
The Israel-PLO peace agreement promised autonomy for Palestinians in the Gaza Strip
and Jericho.
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•Bishop Hovsepian

Missing Iranian church
leader found dead
TEHRAN,Iran(AP)— The mysterious death of
a bishop who campaigned against the persecution of
Christians in mostly Muslim Iran has raised fears
among his congregation, an aide to the church leader said
Monday.
Bishop HaikMehr Hovsepian disappeared Jan. 19 on his
way to the Tehran airport. Police informed relatives and
members of his Assemblies of God church Sunday that his
body had been recovered a few days later.
"We don't know what caused the death" or when he
died, Henry Manoukian, an aide to the bishop, told The
Associated Press on Monday.
"We are worried that this may be directed against us,"
he said, but refused to elaborate.
Middle East Watch, a New York-based human rights
group that first reported Hovsepian's disappearance, said
Sunday that the bishop died Jan. 20, the day after he
disappeared. Quoting church officials, it said his body was
found on a major Tehran street and taken to the city morgue.
Iranian officials have not commented on Hovsepian's
disappearance or confirmed his death.
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•World Economic Forum

Cut political, business
deals or enjoy the snow
DAVOS, Switzerland (AP) — They cut deals,
played in the snow and provided the setting for a
breakthrough in the Middle East peace process.
But the world's political and business elite appeared to
makelittle progress toward "Redefining the Basic Assumptions ofthe Global Economy," the grand title of their annual
conference at this alpine resort.
Instead ofcoming up with new ideas for the global economy,the800businessleaders and400political chiefs spent most
of the World Economic Forum trying to figure out what has
gone wrong. The five-day conference wrapped up Tuesday.
"The world has taken a major turn and now looks to us
merchants and industrialists to do what the autocrats and
bureaucrats so miserably fail to do," John Bryan, chief
executive officer of the Sara Lee Corp., said Monday.
Leaders from the United States and western Europe
conceded the need for deep structural reforms. Japan maintained a hard line against U.S. demands for currency adjustments to ease the American trade deficit.
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•Zapatista revolt

•Caribbean murder

Four found stabbed to
Captive former Mexican
governor: he's treated well death on yacht
SAN CRISTOBAL DE LAS CASAS, Mexico
(AP) — A former governor seized nearly a month
ago during an uprising in southern Mexico says his
captors have treated him "very, very well."
Gen. Absalon Castellanos Dominguez was visited by
three Spanish reporters at a rebel camp in the remote Lacandon jungle in eastern Chiapas, Mexico's southernmost state.
A text of their interview with him Thursday was published by the Mexico City newspaper La Jornada.
Castellanos, 71, was taken from his ranch on Jan. 2, the
second day of a revolt by the Zapatista National Liberation
Army in Chiapas.
The Zapatista, who say they are angered at the misery of
Indians in this impoverished state, accuse Castellanos of
killing and mistreating Indians when he was governor of the
state from 1982 until 1988.
"They've treated me very, very well," Castellanos was
quoted as saying Monday in La Jornada.

5

ST. JOHN'S, Antigua (AP) — An American
business executive, his wife and two British crewmen have been found stabbed to death on their yacht
off the Caribbean island of Barbuda.
The murders came as a shock to this twin-island federation of
about 65,000 people because the victims' hands had been bound
and mouths sealed with electrical tape, Antigua and Barbuda
Police Commissioner Ethic Potter told a news conference.
Potter said the Computer Centre Challenger yacht, belonging to the British computer company Ogden,was found
Saturday morning anchored about a mile west of Barbuda.
Police gave the following identifications and ages for the
victims: John Cleaver, 58; Patty Cleaver, 52; Ian Cridland,
35; and Thomas Williams, 22.
The Cleavers were originally from California but had
been living in Britain, where John Cleaver was an executive
at Ogden, police said. Cridland and Williams, both British,
were the crew on the vessel.
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•Column

Sex Matters
Q: Is it okay to sleep
with someonejustfor sex,
you know,to have a oneMale,
night-stand?
First-Year
A: A lot depends on
your value system. I can't
answer this for you. Some
things you might want to consider are: What
are sexually transmitted diseases? Do you
always use condoms? What is the other
person feeling? What are the reasons the
other person is sleeping with you? What do
you want in terms of a relationship with this
person the next morning? Do you want to be
friends? Strangers? How do you feel about
sharing this intimate part of yourself with so
many others? What are you getting out of

By Sandra L. Caron, Ph.D.

one-night-stands? Relief? Joy? Confusion?
In the long run, think about what kind of
relationship you want with another person.
Recognize that while sex can be enjoyable
in a single encounter, it is generally more
satisfying in the context of a meaningful
relationship.

you're ready for a single committed relationship. If you cannot sort out which one is
more important, you probably are not ready
for a committed relationship. In either case,
your concern and respect for these friends
should provide a basis for more open honesty on your part.

Q: I'm seeing a guy from home and I
have a boyfriend here at school. Neither
one knows about the other. What should
I do? Female,Junior
A: It's real difficult to have a deep and
meaningful relationship built on a major lie.
An omission of truth as important as this is
deception. If you truly care about these guys
then you need to sort out which one matters
to you more, if that's the case, or whether

Q: How can I get someone to notice
me? This guy doesn't even realize I'm
alive. Female, Sophomore
A: I'm wondering if, when you say you
want this person to notice you,you also want
him to like you? As you probably already
know, one cannot force another person to
like(or love)him or her. Attraction to another person is a complex phenomena,based on
prior experiences, unconscious needs, and

•Measuring methods

AIDS progression more predictable
WASHINGTON(AP)— Measuring the
blood level of a molecule the AIDS virus
uses to reproduce itself may predict how fast
the disease will progress.
In a study published Tuesday in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, researchers in New York said a study
of 14 patients showed that increased amounts
of messenger ribonucleic acid,or mRNA,in
the blood foretells a rapid progression toward AIDS.
Dr. Kalle Saksela ofthe Rockefeller Uni-

versity said a smaller amount of mRNA
means that a patient with HIV will spend
more time in a latency period with a relatively healthy immune system.
HIV,or human immunodeficiency virus,
is the virus that causes AIDS. Most patients
spend months or years in a so-called latency
period after they have been diagnosed as
positive for HIV infection. During this period,their immune system,as measured by the
levels of CD4 lymphocytes,remains healthy
enough to combat infection.

cultural heritage. Generally speaking, people who share similar interests are more
likely to develop friendships.Consider what
it is about this person that you find attractive. Are you attracted to this person because you share similar interests, in which
case you have a basis for conversation. Or,
are you attracted to this person by some
relatively superficial quality, such as looks
or status, that gives you little insight into the
real person.
Sandra L. Caron is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Human Development and Family Studies; she teaches CHF
351:Human Sexuality. Questions should be
sent directly to The Maine Campus, Lord
Hall. Copyright Dr. Sandra L. Caron 1994.

Darcy Wakaluk-y
Non Traditional Student
Coffee Hour
"Every Thursday at 3:15 pm"
Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union

roduction

ossibilities

Return to
Thursday Night
At The Den
Thursday Feb 3.

With special guest

ZriprITN
9pm-lam
BEARS DEN
Open to students of all ages. Stay on campus.

NO COVER CHARGE!
Brought to you by
ROC, TUB, CFPFC.

jcb 94

ndless...
The Maine Campus is looking for a
Production Assistant to help in laying out the paper.
If you have the desire (and a little experience) in layout and
design, come on down to the basement ofLord Hall and apply.
We use Macintosh® computers and Pagemaker 5.O®.
Bring a resume and some of your work to help us
get to know you.
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Hay

from page 1

Hay said that one ofthe things she will
concentrate on if elected is means testing
for people before they receive Social Security benefits. Means testing is is a method to dicriminate between those in real
need of aid and others who may be receiving aid but earn more than the minimum
income requisite.
"We need to see government subsidies
in terms of taking care of real needs," she
said. "We need to look at things from a
fresh start."
A balanced budget is another priority
of Hay's. She said she wants to reduce
waste. Hay supports a bill sponsored by
Rep. Tom Andrews, D-Me. that separates
items tacked onto a bill into individual
items, with the sponsors having to prove
the legislation's merits.

Watch
out
WME13!
lABNA
MARKETING
SYSTEMS"

She would also like to see waste from
the Department of Defense cut down, particularly warehouses full ofitems no longer used. She said science money should be
spent to tackle other concerns, as opposed
to the recently-defeated super collider
project in Texas.
"It's these kind of decisions that need
to be made," she said. "What is our ultimate priority?"
Hay said she also hopes that her campaign will inspire others trying grass-roots
level approaches,showing such campaigns
can be successful.
"This is an experiment to see if the
grass-roots movement can run," she said.
"I'm almost betting the farm that that's
true."
Hay, who has been an organic farmer,

a media coordinator for Jonathan Carter's
congressional campaign and a formerjournalist fOr the Bangor Daily News,said that
her various experiences give her an edge
in the race, particularly in dealing with the
different parts of Maine.
"Parts of my background fit nicely in
all these areas," she said.
With two women seeking the Democratic nomination, this will mark the first
time that Snowe will face another woman
in a campaign.
"One ofthe things that Olympia Snowe
has never faced, in the eight times, is a
women who is pro-choice, a tough woman,and a woman who does her homework.
"It's going to take someone tough to
stare Olympia down and say 'enough is
enough.' I've done that."

SAE

from page 1

chapter and the Greek community as a
whole be more visible on campus," Endrud said.
The fraternity is hosting a reception on
Saturday with its alumni, as a way of
showing potential new members what the
fraternity is about and what a new member
can learn from the experience of being in
the fraternity.
"The alumni are a way to show newer
members what SAE can do for you," Hanlon said."You can meet a brother who was
treasurer and went on to become an ac-

countant, its a great tool for showing the
kind of skills you can learn and put to
use."
They will be holding an informational
meeting tonight at 9 p.m.in Sutton Lounge
in the Memorial Union for anyone who is
interested in learning more about the fraternity. According to Hanlon,the fraternity wants to get its numbers up no matter
what happens with the house, so the 92year-old tradition can carry on.
"This is a chance for a new beginning
for us," Hanlon said.

We're looking for people
who like people!

Join MBNA Marketing Systems on February 2
from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. at our Open House, and learn more
about the exciting part-time telemarketing opportunities
available in our Orono office.
What is MBNA Marketing Systems?
MBNA Marketing Systems is a subsidiary of MBNA America, a Fortune Service 500 company
with more than ten million Customers. The world's leading issuer of the
Gold MasterCard,® we're known for our unparalleled commitment to our
Customers and to our people.

What are the job requirements?
We're looking for people who like people. Qualified candidates will possess strong
communication skills, a high degree of motivation, and the desire for part-time employment
that could lead to an interesting and successful career in the financial services sector.

What are the hours?
Two different work schedules are available.
Monday through Friday 9 a.m. to 12 noon or
Monday through Thursday 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.

What sets MBNA Marketing Systems
apart from other companies?
MBNA Marketing Systems offers a fun, yet professional work environment
and competitive salaries starting at $6.50 per hour plus incentives.
How much you earn depends on your motivation to succeed.
We're among a select few companies that offer part-time people
paid holidays and paid vacation.

For more information, you're invited to attend our
Open House on February 2 from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
at 16 Godfrey Drive in the Maine Technology Park.
Or call (207) 866-0700
MBNA Marketing Systems is an Equal Employment Opponunity/Affirmaine Action Employer
01994 MBNA Amenca Bank. N A.
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GSS

from page 1

many students would miss the point of
the free days by going out and drinking
an extra night, or by taking part in some
other activity unrelated to the holiday's
purpose.
Others said that King, as a scholar,
wouldn't approve of this sort of attention. "Would he really want us playing
hookey on a day of school?"senator David Gagne asked.
These points were countered by arguments like Student Government President Collin Worster's, who noted that
businesses and institutions all over the
state and the country have these holidays
off.
"Everyone deserves to observe these
holidays, whether they go to UM,UMA...
or wherever," Worster said.
Before the move to vote was made,
James Varner, a former assistant director
of admissions, entered the room to give
an emotional speech arguing for senator
McIntosh's original point.
Varner said, in the physically loudest
voice used during the meeting,that King's
mission was not just peace between races, but that his memorial holiday was an
observation of humanity in general.
"We're talking about re-inventing the
wheel here. You can make it roll," Varner said to the senators.
The resolution to write the administration a letter, urging them to let students observe federal holidays without
classes, was finally called to a roll-call
vote and passed.
Other major events of the evening's
senate meeting were platform declarations
by two pairs of Student Government presidential running mates. These included
Bob L'Heureux and Charles Allen, and
Ben Meikeljohn and Ben Chipman.
L'Heureux said that his ticket's platform, with the slogan "students first,"
centered on letting the university's students get to know their own senate better.
"If you ask them (the students) where
the Student Government office is, a lot of
them don't even know where it is located," he said.
The two plan to open their office to
the public if elected, as well as hold town
meeting-style assemblies between senators and the students they represent.
Meiklejohn said that, if he were elected as president, he would strive to increase UMaine's involvement with the
local government.
He said he would, if placed into office, want to examine the connection between the amount of money the university system's chancellor makes and students' tuition bills.
Meiklejohn and Chipman, members
of the university Green Party,said they're
also interested in how the university's
actions affect the immediate environment.
Both pairs ofcandidates asserted their
individual involvement in college government, except for Chipman, a new student, who instead said that he has been
working with politics since he was 12
years old.
More of the evening's business included the swearing in of five new senators, and the passing of two resolutions.
The first bill, sponsored by senator
Kris Mueller, will inform President Fred
Hutchinson of the senate's disapproval
of some discussion among UMaine faculty to stop selling tobacco in the Memorial Union.
The other shall amend the way the
senate writes its letters.
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•Continuing construction

Old building renovated for new uses
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
Dunn and Corbett Halls, former residence halls, are both undergoing renovations that will change their basic functions.
Work on both buildings began on Jan. 3,
project coordinator Ron Brown said, with
major demolition work done on both buildings.
Cinder block walls are being torn down
and holes are being cut in the floors for the
installation of a new ventilation system.
Since the work is being completed indoors,the construction crews haven't minded the cold winter weather much, Brown
said.

Dunn will house University College fac- costs and speed up the process.
"We're working inside with the heavy
"This is a more efficient use of crews,"
demolition," he said. "Since they're work- ulty offices,some classrooms,and administrative offices, Anita Wihry, director of in- Wihry said. "They can start on one and
ing inside, it really doesn't matter."
Each building will also be equipped with stitutional planning,said.The basement will move to another if there are problems."
Completing renovations on the two buildan elevator and ramps, to bring each build- also contain a student lounge.
Many administrative offices will relo- ings, according to Brown, shouldn't cost
ing into compliance with the Americans
cate to Corbett Hall,including the universi- more than $4.25 million,which is the amount
with Disabilities Act, passed in 1990.
of money budgeted for the project.
After the demolition is complete, the ty's personnel services office.
The construction companies working on
The only major difference that students
conversion of both buildings into their prospective uses will then begin. Dunn Hall is will notice about the buildings, Brown said, the project—E.L. Shea of Ellsworth is the
scheduled to be completed around Aug. 15, is a circular sidewalk between the buildings general contractor—are all based within
Maine, which should also minimize probwhile Corbett Hall should be ready for busi- to accommodate the new ramps.
"The outside facade will remain virtual- lems with out-of-state contractors, that
ness around Oct. 3, Brown said.
When the work is completed, Dunn will ly the same, with the exception of the hand- worked on the Donald P. Corbett Business
Building.
become the center for University College, icap entrance," he said.
"I hope so," King said. "I don't want to
Crews are working on both buildings
when it moves from its current headquarters
simultaneously, Wihry said, to cut down run into messes myself."
in Bangor for the fall 1994 semester.

Clinton

from page 1

partment store parking lot on Stillwater
Avenue will also be used as a designated lot
for the forum.Six shuttle buses,he said, will
be taking ticket-holders to and from the
Alfond.
Diamond said Public Affairs is sending
people from off campus parking passes that
will let them know where they are expected
to park. "Everybody from off campus is
being told exactly where they are to park,"
he said.
Because of the additional vehicles that
will be on campus, many students, faculty
and staff members will be displaced on
Monday when attempting to park. Diamond
said some temporary accommodations have

been made to alleviate this problem.
"We're clearing more than enough territory to accommodate the student, faculty
and staff demands on campus," he said.
The field lot behind the Maine Center for
the Arts is being cleared and sanded for
Monday and a special area along Rangeley
Road will be made available.
Diamond said Public Affairs has also
been working with the Department ofTransportation and UMaine's Public Safety department to lessen the potential traffic congestion before and after the forum.
"We can't eliminate the delays no matter
how hard we try, but what we can do is work
very hard to minimize them. We've put

together a plan that, at least on paper, does
that," he said.
Lt. Alan Stormann,at Public Safety,said
that plan includes putting several traffic
officers around the on campus and off campus area and using a great deal of signs.
"We're working on getting people in a
safe manner onto campus and still allow for
the movement of employees and students,"
Stormann said. He added that patience will
be a key to avoiding problems concerning
traffic tie-ups.
Stormann said members of the Secret
Service will be coming to UMaine later this
week to examine the traffic situation as well.
He said they will be looking at finding the

best routes for taking Clinton in and out of
Orono. The Secret Service, he added, will
also begin to put into effect appropriate
security precautions this week.
Diamond said the planning committee
has tried to anticipate all the details that will
make the health care forum an experience to
remember.
"We are looking at this as being more
than an event, but it's an experience for
people and we want to make sure that the
experience is a positive one. We'll let the
participants decide whether or not the event
itself was satisfying, but we want the experience of coming to the university to be as
satisfying as possible," Diamond said.

Apply your education
with practical experience.
An opportunity for you & your
friends to experience:

Possibility to:
-Build your resume with practical
experience
-Operate a $60,00/year budget
-Lead an organization of 30 members

-A personal challenge
-A head start on your career
-Life-long friendships
-Application of leadership skills

Informal Organizational Meeting
TONIGHT at 9 PM
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union
• Followed by broomball at Alfond • 12 AM •

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
For more information call 581-4180.
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•Health

•Pacific

Quake shakes Hawaii
HONOLULU(AP)— An earthquake
shook Hawaii early Tuesday, prompting
curious residents to flood police departments with telephone calls.Butthere were
no reports of damage or injuries.
The earthquake, at 12:01 a.m. (5:01
a.m. EST), measured 5.2 on the Richter
scale, the Pacific Tsunami Warning Center reported.
Mike Blackford, the geophysicist at
the center,said a tsunami(so-called "tidal wave")was not generated by the quake
and no damage was reported.

The three-to-five-second quake occurred 20 miles beneath the Kilauea crater in Hawaii Volcanos National Park,on
the island of Hawaii,and was felt around
the state.
One,slight aftershock was reported at
12:28 a.m., Blackford said.
Hugh Taylor of Mililani said he
jumped up as soon as he felt the floor of
his seventh-story apartment shake. He
said he knew immediately that it was an
earthquake because he experienced a similar one about four years ago.

•Limousine getaway

Jail escapee rides to freedom
CLEVELAND (AP) — A man awaiting trial on bad check charges spared no
expense on a getaway car after escaping
from jail.
Jonathan L.Merino ordered a black stretch
limousine, gave the driver $100 for the $45
fare and told him to keep the change.
Merino walked out of the minimum-

security Medina County Jail while on kitchen duty Saturday and called a limousine
service from a gas station.
A gas station employee who found Merino'sjail bracelet alerted police,who learned
from the limousine company that a car was
headed to the airport with a rider picked up
two blocks from the jail.

Come in and check out our Bargain Table:
•Derailers
*Cranks
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•Tights

eeds to

'Winter Gloves
*Titanium Bars
•Titanium Seats
•Bell Helmets

'Heart Rate Monitors

This Winter

NE UPS
Sig 99
•

jY,

•

Large study finds association
between cigarettes and colon cancer
WASHINGTON (AP) — In the strongest evidence yet, two studies involving
more than 150,000 people show that cigarette smoking can lead to colon cancer in
both men and women.
The parallel studies to be published
Wednesday in the Journal of the National
Cancer Institute also found that early smoking apparently fixes for life the risk ofcolonrectal cancer, even if the smoking habit is
dropped.
"With colon cancer, if you smoke in
your 20s,that risk stays with you," said Dr.
Edward Giovannucci ofBrigham and Women's Hospital in Boston,the Channing Laboratory and the Harvard School of Public
Health. "Even if you stop at age 40, you'll
still be at greater risk."
The risk is also "dose related," he said.
"The more you smoke,the more the risk."
Other studies show that stopping cigarette smoking at any age, however, does
lower the risk of heart disease, lung cancer
and other disorders, said Giovannucci.
The colon cancer conclusions are based
on a Harvard School of Public Health study
of47,935 men and a Brigham and Women's
study of 118,334 women. Both studies used
questionnaires to determine the smoking history ofthe participants and then related that to
the rate of colon-rectal cancer in the groups.
Giovannucci said the studies showed a
direct relationship between the amount of
smoking, measured in "pack years," and
the development of cancer. He said a pack
year is equivalent to smoking one pack of
cigarettes a day for one year. Thus,a person
who smokes two packs a day can accumu-

late 20 pack years in just a decade.
In the men's study, 35- to 39-pack year
smokers were almost 1 1/2 times as likely to
develop cancer of the colon or rectum as
those who never smoked.
Similar results were found in the women's study, with the risk doubling for women with a smoking history of 45 pack years
or more.
Some earlier studies failed to find a relationship between colon-rectal cancer and
cigarette smoking and Giovannucci said this
may have been because it can take 35 years
for the effects of smoking to result in this
type of cancer.
Giovannucci said that the biological
changes that lead to disease may be set early
in smoking history, but not show up as
cancer for three decades or more.
As a result, the researcher said, the rate
of colon-rectal cancer among women may
increase sharply in the next decade.
"Since women really started to smoke in
the 1950s, we should only now be starting to
see the rise in colorectal cancer rates(among
women)," said Giovannucci.
This also emphasizes the importance of
never starting the cigarette habit, he said,
and suggests the possible value of aggressive screening for colon-rectal cancer among
former and current smokers over age 50.
About 152,000 new colon-rectal cancer
cases were diagnosed in the United States in
1992 and the disease caused about 57,000
deaths. Precursors to the disease, called adenomas, can be detected through examination. Removal of the adenomas often can
halt the progression to cancer.
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•State government

House Democrats elect Jacques as majority leader
AUGUSTA,Maine(AP)-House Democrats rewarded seniority Tuesday,electing
eighth-term Rep. Paul F. Jacques of Waterville as majority leader over two less seasoned competitors.
The outcome of the secret balloting was
not released, but sources said Jacques received 53 of the 92 votes cast.
Reps. Carol A. Kontos of Windham and
William Lemke of Westbrook,both secondtermers,received 31 and eight votes respectively.
Jacques, a bearish man who wears cowboy boots with his suits, has cultivated a
rough-and-tumble image with his booming
voice and quick temper. But he also has a

reputation as an effective, if not eloquent,
speaker.
"When I'm upset about something, I
don't have a problem making that known to
everybody," he said at an informal forum
where the candidates fielded questions from
the caucus prior to the vote.
Kontos described herself as the candidate of the "new wave" of legislator, who
will be barred by voter-approved term limits
from accruing the experience traditionally
expected of legislative leaders.
"We have a short time. We have to show
our stuff quickly ... because the clock is
ticking," she said.
Democrats, she said, need a "calming

voice" after being hit this year with the
"triple whammy" of term limits, the divisive intraparty struggle over House Speaker
John L. Martin and the recent reapportionment of legislative districts.
Lemke, who like Kontos is a college
professor, sought to place himself ideologically between Jacques, who he cast as an
FDR Democrat,and Kontos,who he characterized as a progressive in the mold of Gary
Hart. Like the others, he pledged to try to
heal the rift within the party.
"We've got to move on," he said.
Jacques will take over as majority leader
Thursday, when incumbent Majority Leader Dan A. Gwadosky of Fairfield succeeds

Martin as speaker.
Jacques recalled the four majority leaders who have served since he was first elected in 1978 and pledged to try to duplicate the
strongest traits of each as he goes about
managing the caucus, directing floor strategies and recruiting candidates for this year's
elections.
He cited Gwadosky's fairness, John Diamond's political recruiting abilities, Rep.
Elizabeth Mitchell's respect for others and
James Tierney's talent for articulate the
principles of the Democratic Party.
"There has to be a difference between
them (Republicans) and us. If there isn't,
why are we here?" Jacques asked.

•Health reform

Clinton: more tinkering won't fix health system
WASHINGTON(AP)-President Clinton cautioned against mere tinkering with
America's health-care system Tuesday and
insisted he would settle for nothing less than
guaranteed insurance for all. His chiefRepublican critic held out new hope for compromise.
After back-and-forth appearances by
Clinton and Senate Minority Leader Bob
Dole before the nation's governors and the
American Hospital Association, the president said he came away encouraged about
prospects for reform.
"You seem to have a leavening effect on
the political rhetoric of the nation's capi-

tal," Clinton told members of the National "We're going to be up in the bleachers when
the parade goes by unless we get our people
Governors Association.
Dole, speaking just before Clinton, told together," the Kansan said.
As Congress continues hearings on health
the governors they "may have laid out a
framework for the rest of us to rally around care, he added,"we may be able to resolve
some of these issues that look impossible
and talk about."
He was referring to the governors' newly now because we have just gotten started."
Dole repeated Republican opposition to
minted "call to action" on health care. It
but
goals,
Clinton's proposal thatemployers be required
stops short of some of Clinton's
includes a GOP concession that employers to pay at least 80 percent of their workers'
be required to make coverage available to health-care premiums.Clinton countered,"I
still believe in the requirement for employers
workers.
Dole seemed intent on keeping Republi- to cover their employees."
The president,in two speeches that nearcans involved in the debate,telling his party,
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ly exhausted his voice, affirmed his State of
the Union declaration that universal coverage must be a part of any health-care plan.
"We have to do it now," he told the
hospital executives. "And what we have to
do includes providing guaranteed private
insurance to every single American."
In both speeches, he cautioned against
incremental reform.
"What normally happens around here is
that everybody gives their speeches and then
we have Washington-style reform where we
tinker at the edges ....That's what we've been
doing for years," he told the governors.
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• Rat infested town receives national attention
• Winter causes depression
• Snowmobilers are cautioned to slow down
•Rat infestation

Ferrets, terriers, ultrasound
offered as solutions to rat problem
STEUBEN, Maine (AP) — The pros- he would reimburse us for the cost of makpect of state intervention to halt this eastern ing the trip," Garnett said.
Maine town's rat invasion appears dim, but
Residents have used gunfire, poisons,
that doesn't mean the problem is being ig- traps and cats to reduce the number of ronored.
dents but the infestation has yet to be brought
People from around the country and in under control. Townspeople say the rats
Canada have responded to news about have chewed through floors and walls, posSteuben's plight with suggestions about how ing a health hazard.
townspeople can get rid of the varmints.
Garnett and other petitioners have deAn Ohio man called the town office last manded that officials take action against the
week to urge residents to buy terriers, small privately owned dump where the rats used to
dogs bred to burrow after rats and other make their home. Because the dump no
small game.
longer accepts garbage, the rats have scurThe caller suggested that the dogs"would ried toward nearby dwellings in search of
kill more rats than cats(would)," said First food.
Selectman Handy Pinkham.
Cynthia Darling of the state Department
Another man recommended using fer- of Environmental Protection, who received
rets to search the town and kill the rat colo- the petition from Steuben selectmen Monny.
day, said her agency is unable to promise
Late Monday,a businessman from Mon- any quick solution.
treal said he was marketing an ultrasound
Ronald S. Anderson of Cherryfield, who
device that would rid Steuben of its rats.
owns the dump, says he lacks the $250,000
Bobbi Jo Garnett, one of more than 60 he estimates it would cost to cover it properresidents who petitioned selectmen to take ly and legal action against him might take a
action against the rats, said she got a call long time, Darling said.
Monday from a man from Arkansas who
"Covering it is not going to take away the
expressed willingness to come to Steuben rat problem now. Those rats are not going to
and solve the problem if his round-trip travel come back to the dump to be killed," she
fare was paid in advance.
added,noting that no garbage has been deliv"He said if his device didn't kill the rats ered to the dump for about a year.

Leadership and ethics:
Essential to our survival
The Seventh Annual
Student Leadership Conference
Saturday, February 5, 1994
8:30am - 1:30 pm

•Tobacco smuggling

Two defendants plead
guilty to conspiracy
BANGOR, Maine (AP) — Two Mohawk Indians pleaded guilty to one count
each in an alleged scheme to smuggle tobacco into Canada as the trial ofthree other
defendantscontinued in U.S.DistrictCourt.
Despite their guilty pleas Monday,Jake
J. Boots,35,and Beverly Pierro,48,both of
Fort Covington,N.Y., maintained that they
did nothing wrong by taking partin a plan to
move cases of tobacco from Pleasant Point
Indian Reservation in Maine to St. Andrews, New Brunswick.
Defense lawyers for Boots and Pierro
said their clients believe that their aboriginal rights allowed them to do what they
did, but they were prepared to accept the
court's judgment nonetheless.
Under an agreement with prosecutors,
the two pleaded guilty to one count ofa 21count indictment— a charge ofconspiracy
to travel interstate with intent to promote
bribery and to defraud Canada and Nova
Scotia of excise duties and tax revenues.
Boots and Pierro face a maximum sentence of five years in prison and a fine of
$250,000.Each remained free on a$10,000
unsecured bond while awaiting sentencing,
expected within 45 days.
They were linked to an international
operation that reportedly smuggled about

310 cases of tobacco, valued at more than
$500,000(Canadian),from New York state
through Maine to New Brunswickfor eventual sale in Nova Scotia.
The scheme, which operated from
April to November 1992, allegedly defrauded Canada of $250,000 (Canadian)in excise taxes.
The guilty pleas came while the government's chiefwitness,former Pleasant Point
Police Chief Frederick J. Moore III, who
worked undercover for the FBI, was on the
witness stand.
Judge Morton Brody ordered the defendants and their attorneys not to discuss the
case with the media. U.S. Attorney Jay McCloskey declined tocommenton the pleas or
the case until the conclusion of the trial.
The trial continued Monday with the
remaining three defendants,all members of
the Mohawk Warrior Society, a militant
group of native Americans who profess a
belief in traditional values.
Still on trial are Warrior leader and
spokesman Francis Boots,45,of Cornwall
Island,Ontario,and twoother Warrior members,Ellwyn Cook,40,of Akwasasne Indian Reservation, Ontario, and Dewey A.
I.a7ore,40,ofSt.RegisIndian Reservation,
St. Regis, N.Y.
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•Snowmobile fatalities

Official warns snowmobilers to slow down
PORTLAND,Maine(AP)— Four peo- "We've gotten an early start."
The first fatal accident in January ocple were killed on snowmobiles in Maine
this January — the highest number since curred when a man trying out his snowmo1976 — and the deadly trend is likely to bile raced across his frontlawn and slammed
continue unless riders slow down, an offi- into an embankment. He was thrown into a
field and died instantly.
cial said.
Another man, who was a passenger on a
More people are out snowmobiling this
year because of the abundance of snow, but snowmobile, fell off and was run over by
the increase alone does not account for so another snowmobiler traveling close bemany deaths, said Paul Fournier, spokes- hind. In the third instance, a man struck a
man for the Department of Inland Fisheries cable blocking a logging road and died from
head injuries.
and Wildlife.
In the latest fatality, the sled hit a bump
Fournier suspects speed was the leading
factor in all four fatal accidents, and he said in the road, became airborne and slammed
the state might break record of seven people into a tree.
All ofthe victims were wearing helmets.
killed in 1974 and 1975 if riders don't slow
down.
"But even a helmet isn't going to save you
"The potential is there," Fournier said. if you're going too fast," he said. Some

•Seasonal depression

Lack of
light brings
on the blues
WATERVILLE, Maine (AP) — Short
days that deprive people of natural light
cause a form ofseasonal depression that hits
especially hard in colder climates.
But one way out of the gloom is through
light therapy, says William Wattles, psychologist at Mid-Maine Medical Center in
Waterville.
"It's like moving to Florida — only
cheaper," Wattles said.
Seasonal Affective Disorder affects more
people in cooler latitudes; in Sarasota, Ha.,
only 4 percent of the population is affected,
while 28 percent is affected in Alaska. Nationally,about36 million people sufferfrom SAD,
although two-thirds of the cases are mild.
The colder the climate, the longer SAD
lasts. Women are more likely to be sufferers.
Symptoms may include chronic fatigue,
depression, craving for carbohydrates,lethargy and more.
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UNUM acquires stake in Lloyd's
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — Duncanson & Holt, a subsidiary of specialty insurer Unum Corp. of Portland, is
investing at least $6 million to help
Lloyd's of London overcome mounting losses.
New York-based Duncanson & Holt,a
reinsurance underwriter acquired by Unum
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in 1992, will be in the first wave of corporate investors to bolster the finances of the
300-year-old British insurer.
By pledging at least $6 million in
capital, Duncanson & Holt will be able
to participate in the underwriting of
about twice that much in insurance premi urns.
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snowmobiles can go more than 90 miles per
hour, he noted.
Fournier said 1974 and 1975 tied as the
worst years on record, with seven deaths
each year. Last month tied for the worst
January since 1976.
In 1993,two people died while snowmobiting during the entire season — one person
drowned while riding on a lake and another
died when he slammed into a tree while
racing.
Between 1970 and 1993 there were 87
snowmobile fatalities, 26 of which were
drownings.
Fournier said he's especially concerned
about this weekend. Trails are very icy and
"the combination of speed and ice could add
up to a very dangerous situation," he said.
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•Column

Fictional reality
Dana Gray

In a world where crime runs amuck it's nice to know that there
are some people out there who can settle the score with the bad
guys. These people can do anything — leap tall buildings with a
single bound, shoot entrapping spider webs over people and use
bat-shaped gadgets to control crime. One of these people can
even battle the likes of Al Pacino and Dustin Hoffman.
Yes, Dick Tracy can hold his own with the best of the super heroes. Without the
benefit of superhuman powers, Tracy occupies the pages of comic books with his
ability to stamp out crime.
Tracy takes up comic book pages lending a formiddable hand in the fight against
criminals. Indeed, he is fighting a common concern in our world today. Our
president is even taking major steps to rid the country of crime.
The criminals in Tracy's world don't stand a chance. The comic strip writers
want to make sure the readers know crime doesn't pan out.
As of Feb. 7 this same comic book hero, who battles the plaguing issue of crime,
is going to show us all something else that doesn't pan out — his marriage.
The former Tess Trueheart is going to issue divorce papers to Tracy in the Feb. 7
edition of the strip. Tracy, the great crime fighter seemingly can do just about
anything — that is, anything but prevent a marriage that has lasted for 45 years from
failing.
This country and Tracy are in unison in the belief that crime can be snuffed out,
but now this fictional hero has found out that his family (wife and children Junior,
Bonnie Braids and Joe)has been neglected. Tess feels like Tracy's work is getting in
the way of the family, so she is deciding to give up.
The reason the comic strip writer, Michael Kilian gives for this divorce, after
nearly a half-century of marriage, is "to bring Dick Tracy into more contemporary
times." In other words, he wants to make sure Tracy is in step with the world today.
Dick Tracy has been a crime fighter for many years, and the issue of crime is
timeless, so the premise of the comic strip is not in danger of becoming out-of-step
with modern ways. Unfortunately, crime is constant.
In order for Kilian to make sure Tracy reflects the world in which present-day
readers live, he has decided to attack the family. While the comic strip characters
live in a city of 1930s fashions and cars, Kilian wants to bring Tracy up to speed with
the 1990s through the issue of divorce.
It is unfortunate that so many marriages are ending in divorce, and the numbers
of failing marriages is certainly not receding, but how can we consider or more
importantly accept divorce as a fact of contemporary culture?
The pages of comic books are a place for heroes to shine and problems to be
solved not family structures to be dissolved because it's supposedly of"contemporary" times.
Conceding to the belief that marriages are going to fall apart, and it's a fact of life
we can attribute to fictional characters,takes away from a very real effort that should
be made to lower the divorce rate through counseling and by making sure couples
are ready before they exchange vows.
Comic strip heroes are given the power to overcome adversity and clean up all
wrong-doing., However, Dick Tracy is failing in his marriage? But, if the saying
holds true, we won't hold a good man down, and Tracy will find a way to save the
day and his marriage.
It's a bird, it's a plane, uh, no it's just Dana, a seniorjournalism student.
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•Listen up

Hear is a way to solve problems
Every day mistakes are made because people are not listening or are
careless and do not double check. Addresses are printed wrong, names are
misspelled, plans are forgotten, orders
are wrong, and the list goes on. The
world around us is chaotic. People do
so much in one day and receive so
much information it is hard to actually
hear and process everything that everyone says.
If a person is saying something
incredibly important to someone and
that person acknowledges that he or
she heard, that is the end of it. However, a simple nod or a quick spoken
response does not mean that what was
said by one person was heard by another.
Granted a lot of conversations in
life are not all that important, but how
does one know unless they listen? Also,
what's meaningful to one person may

not be to another, but if one does not
want to listen they should not pretend
to.
If a person is ordering something,
planning finances or asking aboutsomething important to them,it could really
be an inconvenience to them if someone is not listening, or forgets to do
what is asked.
Everyone has had to depend on
someone before, if a question or statement is not heard, people are not going
to get the answer they need.
One way to solve these problems
is to take the time to listen.If one is too
busy, they should say so. Also if a
person is filling a form out for someone, or taking an order, etc., they
should double check for accuracy.
Nobody likes inconvenience, listening a little and having the desire to do
a job well can make life easier for
everyone.(KJS)

•Space

Beam me back down
Space may indeed be the final frontier, but is it a frontier worth spending as
much time and money on it as we do?
The United States continues to send
space shuttles, hi-tech telescopes and
more and more satellites up beyond the
Earth's atmosphere and tax payers continue to send more and more money to
the government to make this possible.
Let's slow the engines down Scotty
and take a look atjust how beneficial the
space program is. It would be interesting
to see just what United States citizens
have gained from their dollars beside
learning about another ring around Saturn or about what the temperature is on
Pluto on any given day.

A lot ofpeople mightsay the research
data that is collected in space reaps immeasurable benefits for this culture and
that it could potentially find the answers
to some of our problems in the future.
Exactly which problems could space
research solve for us? It seems doubtful
that the stars will show us the way to
ending the crime wave or the AIDS
epidemic — two of our most pressing
issues.
Maybe it's time to get our head out of
the clouds and come back down to Earth.
Space exploration is definitely not something to put an end to, but let's not forget
there are still frontiers left on earth that
need our immediate attention.(MAM)
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the JULIANA HATFIELD three
The Become What You Are Tour comes to UMaine on Tuesday, February 8.
The show is at the Maine Center for the Arts and it begins at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets are $5.00 with a student ID and $10.00 for the general public.
Brought to you by the Union Board.
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Wednesday, February 2

Monday, February 7

Women in the Curriculum Lunch Series• "Meeting at the
Crossroads: Women's F'sychology and Girls' Development"
• Bangor Lounge • 12:15 p.m.

Lecture •"F'ersonal Feace Through Yoga"• with Barbara Lyon,
certified Sivananda Hatha Yoga Instructor • Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union • 12:15 p.m.
Rush • Gamma Sigma Sigma • National Service Sorority •
Basement of Salentine Hall •8:00-9:00 p.m.

Thursday. February 3
Peace and Justice Film Series •"Hearts and Minds"• Academy
Award winning documentary and best film available on the
true nature of the Vietnam War.•7:00 p.m.•
101 Neville Hall • Free admission • Discussion after the film.

The Maine Forum on Healthcare Reform • with First Lady Hillary
R. Clinton • The Forum is sponsored by the University of
Maine and Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell. Alfond
Arena •10:00 a.m.

Thursday Night Movie and Music at the Ram's Horn • D.H.
Laurence's "The Rainbow" followed by the band Balance •
Free admission.
Woman Administrators Lunch Gathering • 101 Fernald Hall •
11:30 - 1:30.
Maine Vocals • Will be distributing literature about Hemp • 9:00
a.m. -12noon • Second floor of Memorial Union.
Socialist & Marxist Luncheon Series •"The F'roblem with Racism
Today"•12:20 p.m.• E3angor Lounge, Memorial Union.

Friday, February 4
The Ram's Horn Presents • Live MUSIC with Glass Onion and
Summit•9:00 p.m.•$2 at door.
Lime Rockets • Live music at the Damn Yankee •9:00 p.m.•
Admission.

Saturday, February 5
Movie •"Cool Runnings"• Hauck Auditorium •6:30 and 9:15 p.m.•
Admission.
Comedy Cafe Series • Tom Clark and Stephen Djork • Damn
Yankee •9:00 p.m.• Admission.
The Reduced Shakespeare Company • Called "one of the funniest
shows you are likely to see in your entire lifetime"• Maine
Center for the Arts•8 p.m.
Women's Adventure Week • Helen Thayer, a prolific 54-year-old
adventurer, shares the details of her 1988 solo expedition
to the magnetic North Pole.• Room TBA •7:30 p.m.• For
more information, call Karen At 581-1794.• Sponsored by
Maine Sound.

Sunday, February 6
Not at the Mall Film Series •"Orlando"• Hauck Auditorium •
3:30 and 7:00 p.m.• Tickets are $.50 with student ID.

Tuesday, February E3
Job Search Skills for International Students • Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union • 3-4 p.m.
Rush • Gamma Sigma Sigma • National Service Sorority •
Basement of Salentine Hall • 8:00-9:00 p.m.
The Juliana Hatfield Three • Become What You Are Tour • Live
Music • Maine Center for the Arts • E5 p.m.• Tickets are
$ 5.00 for students, $10.00 for others.
• For tickets, call 581-1755.
University of Maine Green Party • Jonathan Carter kicks off his
campaign for Governor with a public forum.• Student
Government Presidential and Vice-presidential candidates
Ben Meiklejohn and Ben Chipman will also be speaking,•
1:00 p.m.• FFA Room, Memorial Union.

Food
Soup Kitchen • Nightly vegetarian meals are served with salad,
fruit, yogurt, coffee, tea and juice • All you can eat for
$4.25 • 5:00-6:30 p.m.• Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.
This week:
2-2: Eggplant Parmesan
2-3: Tofu Veggie Burrittos
2-7: Tofu Miso Soup
243: Minestrone

Fernald Snack Bar • Located in the Fernald Snack Bar for
breakfast and lunch • 7:00 a.m. —2:00 p.m.
• Both Breakfast and Lunch and Express lunch specials
are offered.

Exhibits
"Migrant Within 2"• An Exhibit of Franco—American Visual
Artists Curated 17y Celeste RoPerge • January12—February
18 • 1938 Gallery, University of Maine Museum of Art,
Carnegie Hall • For more information call 581-3255
• Organized by the Danforth Gallery, Portland and Le
Centre Franco—Americain, Universite du Maine.

Inuit Images:"Their Life Through Their Art"• An exhibit of
contemporary Inuit prints and carvings, provides a look at
the changes in traditional life and the political, social and
economic issues which face Inuit people today •through
March 13• Hudson Museum, Maine Center for the Arts
• For more information call 581-1901.

"Penobscot Bay Scribes"• Scribework in artform • Hole in the
Wall Gallery • Located on the second floor of the Memorial
Union • Through Fel2ruary 16,1994

Athletics
University of Maine Women's Basketball Vs New Hampshire •
Saturday, February 5• Durham, New Hampshire • 1:00 p.m.
University of Maine Men's Basketball vs New Hampshire •
Saturday, February 5• at Orono •1:00 p.m.

University of Maine Men's Ice Hockey vs New Hampshire • Friday,
February 4 and Saturday, February 5• at Alfond Arena •
7:00 p.m.
University of Maine Women's Indoor/Outdoor Track vs. Holy
Cross/UMass/URI/UCONN/Dartmouth • Saturday,
February 5• at Kingston, R.I.

University of Maine Women and Men's Swimming vs New
Hampshire • 2:00 p.m.

University of Maine Men's Indoor/Outdoor Track USATF •
Sunday, February 6• at Brown University.

Religion
Daily Mass• Monday —Thursdays •4:45 p.m.• Newman Center.
Sunday Masses • 9:30 a.m. and 6:15 p.m.• Newman Center.
• 11:15 p.m.• Memorial Union.
Confessions • 5:30 p.m. or by appointment.
Ecumenical Bible Study • with members from all four campus
ministries • Davis Room, Memorial Union •12:15400 p.m.
• Every Wednesday.

Intervarsity Christian Fellowship • 7:00 p.m.• Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union • Every Friday.
Campus Bible Study • 7:00 p.m.• 3rd floor chapel, Memorial
Union • Every Tuesday.
Worship and Celebration •followed* a light supper
• Open to all • Wilson Center • 5:00 p.m.• Every Sunday.

WEEKLY EVENTS AND MEETINGS
Wednesday
Maine Outing Club • meeting, elections, and potluck • 7:30
p.m.
• Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.
Chess Club • 6:30-11:00 p.m.• FFA Room, Memorial Union,
Gamer's Guild •6:00 p.m.• 310 Stevens Hall.
College Republicans •8:00 p.m.• Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.

Taste of Home • home—cooked meal Wilson Center
•5:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m. • at the Wilson Center
•$2 donation.
The Maine Event • skits, music, friendship, informative and
entertainment sponsored by the Campus Crusade
for Christ •7:30 p.m.• North Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.

Pre—Law Society • 7:00 p.m.• F'eabody Lounge,
Memorial Union.

Yoga/Meditation for students (with Debbie Davis)
• 7:00 —7:45 a.m.• at the Wilson Center.

Women's Center Meeting • Anyone interested in actively
working on feminist issues is welcome!• 12 Noon
• Peabody Lounge, Memorial Union.

Sunday
UM Amateur Radio Club •1:00 p.m.• In the basement of
Merrill Hall.

Thursday
American Indians at the University of Maine • 6:30 p.m.
• Memorial Union • All American Indians welcome.
Cross—Country Ski Club Meeting •6:30-7:30 p.m.• Davis
Room, Memorial Union.
The Union Board Meetings • 7:00 p.m.• F'eabody Lounge,
Memorial Union.
Non—Traditional Students(NTS) Coffee Hour • 3:15 p.m.
• Nutter/Commuter Lounge, Memorial Union.
Wilde Stein • A gay, lesbian and bisexual club • Social
Hour 6:30 — 7:00 p.m • 7:00 p.m. general meeting
• Sutton Louge, Memorial Union.
Circle K •6:30 p.m.• Totman Room, Memorial Union.
East—West Campus Area Board •6:00 p.m.• Woolley
Room, DTAV.• All are welcome.
Thursday Night at the Bear's Den • Live music with Nicotine
Sneeze and Tripping Sun •9 p.m.• Free admission.

Monday
Maine Council for Debate • 5:00 p.m.• Thomson Honors Center.
University of Maine Green Party • 7:00 p.m.• Everyone welcome.•
If you have questions, call Ben M. at 581-6355 or Den C.
at 827-49E31.• Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union.
Maine Vocals • A Non—profit organization dedicated to the
legalization of Hemp •8:00 p.m.• Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union.

Tuesday
Student Environmental Action Coaltion (5EAC)• Make a
difference today • 5:00 p.m.• Totman Lounge.
Maine Peace Action Committee(MPAC)• Come work with
us on the issues • 4:00 p.m.• In the Maples.
General Student Senate • 6:00 p.m. 0107 New
Corbett • All students welcome.
UMaine Video Club • Maine Alliance of Student Movie Makers
• 7:00 p.m.•106E Lord Hall.
Lesbian/Bisexual Support Group •101 Fernald Hall •
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.

The Campus Crier is a service provided by ASAP Media Services for studen
ts at the University of
Maine. It is a student-run calendar listing information on artistic, educat
ional and spiritual programs. It
offers free listings for all student-related events and activities. If you have
something going on, take advantage of our services! Write the date, time, place, cost (if any), and a short
description of the event. Also
attach your organization's name and number. Send all submissions or
questions in the direction of Ryan
Leclerc, Coordinator, The Campus Crier, 16 Chadbourne Hall or call at 581-4
359. The deadline is the
Friday before the listings appear.

MEDIA SERVICES
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•Reginald Denny

•The Steam Plant

University heating costs remain cool Judge gives
go ahead to
victims suit
By Meredith Mee
Staff Writer

As the winter season progresses, the
need for heat in the many facilities at the
LOS ANGELES(AP)— Reginald DenUniversity of Maine increases. The Steam
ny,the trucker who was nearly beaten to death
Plant is one of UMaine's primary providers
during the 1992 riots, can sue the city for
of heat and is in full operation.
failing to protect him,afederaljudge has ruled.
Even though the plant is working at
U.S. District Judge William Matthew
maximum capacity, the university has no
Byrne Jr. cleared the way Monday for a trial
serious financial woes.
on the lawsuit filed by Denny and three
Superintendent ofthe Steam Plant, Harother riot victims.
land Spencer,said over sixty thousand barThey contend — and now must prove —
rels of oil per year are used to heat over 75
that police pulled out of South Central Los
buildings on the UMaine campus.
Angeles, the flashpoint of the 1992 riots,
"Sometimes it takes over $6,000 per
because most ofthe residents there are black
day to heat all of the buildings at UMaine.
and Hispanic.
Last year's total bill was $896,000, but I
Denny, who sat quietly during the hearthink it will be less or about the same this
ing, said afterward that he felt abandoned at
year, even though the weather has been
the intersection where his beating was broadcold," he said.
The heating plant, provider of warmth for UMaine,looms against a sunny sky. cast live by television news crews.
Even though the figures for heating
(Wickenheiser photo.)
"It's all on the videotape," Denny said.
the buildings at UMaine seem rather ex"How many police officers did you see in
pensive, the cost of oil has actually
dropped since last winter, enabling the that the university is able to use," Spencer versity will more than likely face the same that picture?"
Denny and the other plaintiffs — Takao
university to purchase mass quantities of said.
cost as last year, if not less.
"Heating the campus this winter is real- Hirata, Fidel Lopez and Wanda Harris —
As far as the cost of heating the campus
more energy-efficient oil for a reasonfor the rest ofthe winter, the university will ly no financial burden. With oil prices claim they were deprived of their constituable price.
"This winter, the price of certain types continue to consistently burn the same down, the university is able to burn more tional right to equal protection under the law.
The U.S. Supreme Court ruled in 1989
of more refined oil, which the University amount of oil without a concern for fi- oil. There really is no financial burden. I
of Maine purchases, has been stabilized. It nance. According to Malcolm Blake,assis- think we'll pretty much break even,like we that police departments may not selectively
deny protection to "disfavored minorities."
is only these certain types of refined oil tant Steam Plant superintendent, the uni- predicted," Blake said.

SOCIALIST AND MARXIST LUNCHEON STUDIES

•Wasting no time

Clinton names Patrick
new civil ri ts chief
WASHINGTON(AP)— President Clinton Tuesday named Boston lawyer Deval
Patrick to be the nation's chief civil rights
enforcer,filling a spot left vacant for months
after the withdrawal of Lani Guinier. Wasting no time,conservatives called Patrick "a
stealth Guinier."
"He understands the law is a tool to help
real people with real problems," Clinton
said in an Oval Office announcement,
flanked by Attorney General Janet Reno and
Vice President Al Gore.
Saying the Justice Department's civil
rights division has protected civil liberties
for "tens of millions of Americans," Clinton said, "There is still much more to be
done. We need a strong and aggressive civil
rights division and a compassionate advocate for freedom and fairness at the helm of
that division."
Patrick,a native ofChicago's rough south
side, brought his children to the ceremony.

Wadleigh's

827-5504

750 Stillwater Ave., Old Town, ME
Movie Passes
12 for $12, 25 for $20
Sun, Mon & Thurs:
1 for $2, 2 for $3.50, 3 for $5
Tues: $1 Buck Night
Wed: $2.00
Fri & Sat: $2.50
Kids Movies $1.00
In the Laundry Room In the Video Room
Top Loader $1.25
Nintendo & Super
Nintendo Games $1.50
Double Loader $1.50
Machines $5.00/day
Laudromat Hours: M-Thurs 6am-11pm • Fri/Sat 6am-12
midnight • Sun 7am-lOpm • Videos-Megabucks-Beverages:
6am-11:30pm Daily • Friday/Saturday till 12:30am

"I am humbled," he said.
Conservatives denounced the choice even
before Clinton's announcement.
"Patrick appears to be a 'stealth Guinier,"
"said Clint Bolick, vice president of the
Institute for Justice. "He has no paper trail,
but is part of the same pro-quota chorus that
produced Lani Guinier," Clinton's first nom'inee as assistant attorney general in charge of
the Justice Department's civil rights division.
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LUNCHEON SERIES
(CONTROVERSY SERIES)
SPRING 1994
THURSDAYS
12:20-1:30 P.M.
Bangor Lounge
Memorial Union
University of Maine
Feb.3 The Problem of Racism Today
Rudy Keeling, Lecturer, Physical Education; Head Coach, Basketball
Chris Collins, Terry Hunt, Ramone Jones, University of Mainc
Students - Professor Doug Allen, Philosophy.

Sponsored by the Marxist-Socialist Studies Interdisciplinary Concentration. Co-sponsored by the Maine Peace Action Comm.
(MPAC)and the Memorial Union, and with the generous support of the Memorial Union and the College of Arts and Humanities.
(Speakers do not necessarily present socialist or Marxist viewpoints.)
For additional information, contact: Prof. Douglas Allen, Coordinator, Marxist-Socialist Studies, The Maples, University of Maine,
Orono, Maine, 04469. Phone (207)581-3860

•

that
8pccia1 someone a
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ending

The Maine Campus.
Just stop by our office, which is located in the basement
of Lord Hall. The Cog i8 only $1 per line (35 characters)
to be as corny as you like. The deadline i8 Feb 10th at 5 pm.
These ads must be paid by the deadline.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Patric Walker
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For Wednesday, February 2
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
A challenging aspect between the Sun and
Jupiter on your anniversary means that
you must not allow wrangles of a business
nature to cloud your vision. You have stuck
to your side of the bargain and now you
have every right to insist that others stick
to theirs.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): Rejections have made you withdraw into your
shell and avoid people who seem to be
giving you a hard time. Remember,though,
that a difficult passage prefaces every new
page you turn in life.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): You
will need to be in top form to make the
most of a sudden or unexpected opportunity at work. On no account can you be
charmed by someone's way with words.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): Do your
best to minimize friction at home and at
work. The current planetary setup makes
it all too easy to find fault with the way
colleagues do things.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): You
have the chance to channel your energies
in the right direction. The only problem is
that you are still unsure which direction
that should be. A close companion holds
the key. Don't be too proud to ask for
advice.
LEO (July 23-August 22): Some people make things happen, others watch
things happen, and still others never know
what's happening. Don't let yourself become one of the latter.
VIRGO (August 23-September 22):
Current planetary activity seems to be stirring up old animosities and rivalries. Unless you get a grip on the situation quickly
or it might escalate to a major conflict.
LIBRA (September 23-October 22):
The Sun in of Aquarius signifies that it's
time to build bridges instead of walls.
What's more, a decisive aspect of Jupiter
in Scorpio indicates that determination can
move mountains.
SCORPIO (October 23-November
21): Although this may be a time of enormous upheaval in your life, there is no
point making a song and dance over a
domestic matter. Loved ones are eager to
bury the hatchet.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22-December 21): A difficult aspect between
the Sun and Jupiter signifies that you must
allow others to present their own ideas. In
fact, more can be achieved by working
together.
CAPRICORN (December 22-January 19): The Sun at odds with Jupiter
indicates that partners are springing surprises. So lighten up and learn to seize
from every moment its unique novelty.
AQUARIUS (January 20-February
18): A decisive aspect between the Sun
and Jupiter affords you the perfect opportunity to confront those who have betrayed
your trust. Allow no one to prevent you
from making your mark in your chosen
field.
PISCES (February 19-March 20):
Welcome whatever challenges or risks you
now must face as stepping stones to a
brighter, better future. Life consists of victories as well as defeats.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Patric Walker
For Thursday, February 3
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Although you have many good ideas
you are still far too reticent about putting them forward. Therefore, your task
for the year ahead is clear: Worry less
and do more, and don't be afraid to
kick up a fuss.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): Make
the most of Jupiter in the area of your
solar chart governing joint financial affairs to lay down the law. A partner has
had more than enough time to make
good.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): You
appear to be on the warpath, astounding everyone with your direct and forceful approach. Be warned that Pluto is
again active in the relationship sector
of your solar chart.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Even
if you have evidence proving that you
have been misled, it is unlikely that
you can make it stick. Try to accept
that only your pride has been hurt.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): The
planets signify that it's not all doom
and gloom. Someone is singing your
praises. Soon you will be in the position to take advantage of a long-awaited and much-needed opportunity.
LEO (July 23-August 22): You
should now be gaining greater insight
into intensely personal problems. More
than most people, you have the ability
to turn difficult situations to your advantage.
VIRGO (August 23-September 22):
Some once observed that the only definite thing you can say about life is that
it goes on. Life will go on and you have
much to look forward to.
LIBRA (September 23-October
22): Apparently trifling circumstances
sometimes result in events of great significance. Observe carefully what is
going on at home and at work.
SCORPIO (October 23-November
21): Take partners into your confidence
and try not to solve all of life's problems at once. With Jupiter in your sign,
you have the power to persuade.
SAGITTARIUS(November 22-December 21): The wisdom and support
of others are yours for the asking even
though you probably won't need them.
You may need to keep some negotiations secret.
CAPRICORN (December 22-January 19): Certain individuals seem
hellbent on undermining your position.
Long-term plans now have the stamp of
approval and can be used to turn the
tables on rivals.
AQUARIUS(January 20-February
18): Much depends on how you handle
your emotions now. Count your blessings and allow events at work to take
their natural course. Stick to what you
know best.
PISCES (February 19-March 20):
Jupiter and Pluto tend to make you a
bit too sure of yourself. Don't be surprised if someone whose support you
depend on suddenly withdraws it. Consult partners before making any major
decisions.
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
1 Dog star
s Gull's cousin
9 Eyeball bender
14 Ground grain
15 Mini revelation
16 Red-eyed bird
17 Haitian despot
20 Cordwood
measure
21 Dance in a
shtetl
22 Out's opposite
23 Vidal's
Breckinridge
25 Actor Young of
TV's 67-Across
27 Is grief-stricken
30 Book subtitled
"His Songs and
His Sayings"

35 Supped

63 Popular

36 Relative

psychologist
66 Paul Anka hit
67 See 25-Across
68 Deep blue
69 Throat malady
70 Achy
71 James Mason
sci-fi role of 1954

of a
Bap. or Presb.
37 Balkan capital
38 Gabor sister
40 Thimbleful
42 Dryden work
43 Help get
situated
45 Plugs of a sort
47 Saturn's wife
48 1956 Rosalind
Russell role
50"For
us a
child is born"
51 Headlight?
52 Survey chart
54 Seaweed
product
57

2

3

5

4

6

7

9

8

17

18

15III
19

1111
23
28

11111
22

21111

•

111

25
126

124
27

12 II

10

16

14

20

No. 1221

33

30

29

34

131

DOWN

35

36

37

11111
1111
II
32I

tIXe

59 Reached the
total of

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
RIVER
LADD
CHER
AWAY
EMILE
LIVE
MAEVENTg ARIA
AR@
L IT
01 LWE
L
SESAME
ANNIE
IOWAN
SEDATE
WEAR
EXES
SMUIRK
ALDA
DEIMOGI ODIE
FLAPS
SOFT
NAP
TEMPUS
NAIVE
AMPLE
NITWIT
SCORPIO
AKA
ORE
LOVE
CREWELHOAX
EN
ENTER
BETA
BERT
SEEDS
ODES

Rock band
equipment
2 Usher
3 Mend, in a way
4 Alternatives to
The Club
5 Round stopper
6 Delights
7 Change the
decor
8 Kind of network
9 Roman
breakfast?
10 Light beers
ii "Jewel Song,"
e.g.
12 Mariner's peril
13 Raced
18 She played
Grace Van
Owen on "L.A.
Law"
19 Passepartout,
to Phileas Fogg
24 Strongly
scented plant
26 Stellar Ram
27 Fiji neighbor
28 City in northern
Japan

38

42

39
40141

43

44

46

45

48

47

50

49III

111

51
5213I
54

55

56

63

57
64

65
67

661111
70
691111

59

58

60

61

62

11111

IIU71 III
68

Puzzle by Jame Lyons
56 Opened a crack
so Donny
motion
Osmond,e.g.
Dinnerware
56 Catalonian river
32 Building
53 Record-holding 60 Hawaiian hen
contractor
N.F.L. receiver
61 In shape
33 Not suitable
Monk
62 Kon-Tiki
34 Final authority
Museum site
54 POSttixeS
36 Madness
Shrill
bark
64
55 Sandpaper
39 Oust
65 Lyric poem
surface
41 Nurse, maybe
44 Directed toward
a goal
Get answers to any three clues
46 Hair fixative
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-42049 Office
5656 (75C each minute).
connections?

29 Set in
31

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone

Corrections
The Student Government elections story on the front page of The Maine Campus
Monday, January 31 incorrectly stated
that vice-presidential candidate Ben Chipman is a senate representativefrom Aroostook Hall.The photo for thatstory was also
wrong and should attribute Ben Meikeljohn as the presidential candidiate.
-,111M11,

Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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Forum
What's
new cn
the arts
scene?
In The Near Future:
Film and Discussion: "Hearts and
Minds," an Academy Award-winning
documentary and the best film available
on the true nature of the Vietnam War,
its background,conduct and lessons for
the future; part of the Peace and Justice
Film Series, 7 p.m., Thursday, Feb. 3,
• 100 Neville. Free.
Concert: "Marshall Tucker Band,"
The Metro Club,6 Central St. Bangor,
Friday,Feb.4,call for info.990-CLUB.
Concert: "Annual District V Festival," 2 p.m., Saturday, Feb. 5, Orono
High School Gymnasium. Admission.
MCA:"Performance by the Reduce
Shakespeare Company,"8 p.m., Saturday, Feb. 5, Maine Center for the Arts.
Admission.
Concert: "Warren Zevon," at the
King Pine Room of the Sugarloaf Base
Lodge, 8:30 p.m., Saturday, Feb. 5.
Admission. Call 237-2000 for info.
Film: "Orlando," part of the Not at
the Mall Film Series, 3:30 and 7 p.m.,
Sunday, Feb. 6, Hauck Auditorium.
Memorial Union. Admission.
On-Going Arts and Entertainment:
Paul Knaut:Maine Photographer,
a UMaine Museum of Art exhibit, Jan
26-March 20, Hauck Gallery, Union.
Leslie Bostrom: Paintings, a
UMaine Museum of Art exhibit through
Feb. 20, Carnegie Gallery in Carnegie
Hall.
Migrant Within H,a UMaine Museum of Art exhibit through Feb. 20,
1938 Gallery in Carnegie Hall.
Biennial Jack Walas Amateur
Photography Exhibit, a UMaine Museum of Art exhibit through Feb. 7,
Graphics Gallery, Union.
Penobscot Bay Scribers,a UMaine
Museum of Art exhibit through Feb. 16,
Hole in the Wall Gallery, Union.
Sacred Buddhist Artfrom Tibet,a
Hudson Museum exhibit of contemporary paintings from Tibet through March
11, Maine Center for the Arts.
Inuit Images: Their Life Through
Their Art, a Hudson Museum exhibit
of contemporary Inuit prints and carvings through March 13, Maine Center
for the Arts.
Movie and Live Music, every
Thursday night at the Ram's Horn,7:30
p.m. Call 581-1734.
Thursday Night at the Bear's Den,
featuring live music, 9 p.m. Call 5811734.
Moviesfrom India,every Monday,
6:30 p.m., 101 Neville. Call 581-1734.
International Folk Dancing,every
Monday,7 p.m., Call 581-1734.
Peace Studies Video Lunch Series,
every Monday, 12:15-1:30 p.m., Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
Maine Review Poetry Readings,
first Tuesday of every month, Ram's
Horn, Call 581-8707.

•"Coneheads" is OK, but definitely not a highbrow film
• Making spring break plans? Remember the Arts.
• British theater figure to speak on campus Friday

Headspins
By Jeoff Tardif
Staff Writer
Course of Empire
Initiation
Zoo Entertainment
What has the edgy hard rock scene of the
'70s and '80s been replaced with in the
'90s? Some may say it has been overlapped
by metal. Others still may comment, hard
rock in the '90s is just a bunch of old hasbeens trying to squeeze the last buck out of
a twenty-year career. Course of Empire destroys these theories in its response to the
current query in its latest release titled,"Initiation."
Coming offthe late fall release oftheir E.
P. "Infested," Course of Empire have released this second full-length album for
1994."Initiation," was one of the '90s most
influential, innovative and overlooked rock
album.
On their debut, Course of Empire released a stunning,powerful and varied work
that incorporated many different genres of
music.
In 1994, Course of Empire has consolidated its sound and refined the elements that
make this band so distinctive. Contained
within the 11 songs are influences ranging
from metal,hard rock,industrial,tribal beats
Course of Empire's new CD is worth keeping an eye out for.
and Gothic.
The album opener, "Hiss," starts out album is the song,"Minions." Nearly eight ers that vibrate the listener into a frenzy.
with a pounding drum beat accompanied by minutes in length, "Minions" consists of Diversity is this quintet's greatest attribute.
shrill piercing guitars and launches the audi- wailing guitars with tribal echoing drums
Though not as outstanding as their debut
tory connoisseur into a dark song reflecting and chanting vocals. This one should be effort, "Initiation" is a solid powerhouse of
one's position in life. The chorus of"Hiss is played loud to absorb the intense impact of an album that should not be left on the shelf.
singing in my ears,ringing," is a refrain that the heavy drum sound. This track is almost Course of Empire gives this "Initiation"
glues itself to the memory. "Hiss" is defi- a religious experience.
right between the ears.
nitely the best track to start the album off.
The final song,"Chihuahuaphile," starts
Hair + Skin Trading Co.
"Infested," is remixed for the album,but as a feedback fest and moves into a sombre,
Over Valence
still revolves on the same premise as the moving song that uses vibrato guitar effects
Beggars Banquet
single did. The single was great, and this to leave the listener in a mellow state.
From out of the ashes of a group called
song is a welcomed edition to the album.
Most of "Initiation's" songs range from
see SPINS on page 15
A variation from the usual style of this melodic watery tunes to shouted heavy rockFilm

113!
I
Rrieview

Get The Picture

By Damon Osora
Staff Writer
It is difficult to remember the last time an
actor achieved legendary status based on the
strength of only a handful of films. This
seems, however, to be the case with Anthony Hopkins.
Hopkins first commanded the attention
of American audiences with his Oscar winning performance in Jonathan Demme's
"Silence of the Lambs". Since then he has
stumbled into "Freejack", saved "Coppola's Dracula", and in "Howards End" demonstrated that he is a better on-screen partner
to Emma Thompson than her off-screen
husband Ken Branagh.
Hopkins now tackles romance in two
current releases,and although they work for
a variety ofreasons,it is his performances in
both that we leave the theater remembering.
In "The Remains of the Day", Hopkins
reunites with director James Ivory
("Howards End")to bring Kazuo Ishiguro's
1989 novel to the screen. As Stevens, a
butler who has chosen a life of service over
a life offeeling, Hopkins takes his portrayal

of English repression to dizzying heights.
es considerably when he is visited by Joy
"Remains"is told in flashback,as Stevens Gresham (Debra Winger), an American fan
embarks on a trip to request the services of with an overwhelming need to meet the
his one-time head of housekeeping Miss author of her favorite children's books.
Kenton(Emma Thompson).Over the course
Lewis is immediately attracted to Joy's
of his journey we discover that for three unrefined ways, and the uplifting effect she
decades he has refused to acknowledge not has on him, but is at the same time hesitant
only the possibility that his employer held to love, still blocking out the pain of his
unthinkable political beliefs, but also the mother's early death. When it becomes clear
fact that he is in love with her.
that his time with Joy will be limited, howHopkins perfectly balances the longing ever, Lewis risks facing the suffering that
and denial that are Stevens'—his eyes con- comes with happiness,realizing as Gresham
tinually revealing how much he adores Ken- puts it, "That's the deal."
ton,even when he is putting her through the
It is refreshing to see Hopkins in what
most unthinkable tests of tolerance.
begins as a lighter role, and we realize just
As Kenton, Thompson proves that she how impressive an actor he is when he must
can stand out even when she is surrounded suddenly introduce the troubled side ofLewis.
by stellar performances,and working with a
Winger, however, proves to be "Shadrole that is significantly smaller than she owlands" most obvious weakness.From the
typically takes on. Together, they make inconsistency of her Brooklyn accent to her
"Remains" one of the most unsettling love inability to make Joy more than just a sick
stories as of late, and one of the most mem- lover, she fails to provide the chemistry so
orable films of the past year.
vital to a successful romance. As a result,
Less consistent than "Remains",but def- "Shadowlands" most powerful moments
initely worth seeing nonetheless, is Richard are those during which Winger is not on
Attenborough's"Shadowlands". Here,Hop- screen. It is an unfortunate distraction in an
kins is author C.S. Lewis, whose life chang- otherwise deeply moving film.
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New Out on Tape

planet earth, but lose control of their space the life she has come to know.I didn't expect
and are forced to blend in with our the ending to turn out the way it did, so I
craft
Staff Writer
society. They are left stranded by their own suppose that's good.
"The Coneheads" is OK. Again the
It could be said January is the month for alien friends for seven parsecs, however
humor was funny in places,but like"SNL,"
long that is.
comedy releases in the video store.
Well, it is at least enough time for the the movies that have been inspired by it
Yes, again I wanted to be cheered up by
the humor Hollywood has to offer. This Coneheads to out run the immigration com- have been getting less and less funny.
week, however, I tried to stray from the mission and establish themselves in a com- Don't get me wrong, there were plenty of
antics of mockery and ended up with the munity, although they are still illegal aliens snickers and afew laughs,but itjust doesn't
format of re-make. This weekend brought a (I didn't write it, it's in the script), and have hold water to the cast of yesteryear. I
would like to see more original stuffcome
private viewing of"The Coneheads" at the a child, who grows to be about 17.
The Coneheads live life in suburbia until out of these people. Once in a while a
Dehmlow residents. The movie is simply
OK,which is the problem I'm having.I hope they are pressured by the immigration au- glimmer of novel humor is seen and I
next week I'll see a film that will astound,or thorities again and their rescue ship is due to know they have the ability to be creative
return. Conflicts arise out of this because because some of the jokes are genuinely
at least do more than simply entertain.
Here's the story in a nut shell: the Cone- their daughter has established herself good, but lately the "SNL" crew has just
heads come from outer space to destroy the amongst the humans and she wants to live been sucking off all of the old stuff they

By Mark Dehmlow

used to do.
"The Coneheads" did have its good
points too. The film featured an all-star
cast including Dan Aykroyd, Phil Hartman,Chris Farley and Adam Sandler. This
group ofcomedians gave"The Coneheads"
the flair of funny necessary to keep my
attention. Needless to say they all do, or
have, worked for "Saturday Night Live,"
which is why they have the ability to coax
laughs from yours truly.
Overall,this film wasn't too bad.If you
have an hour and a half to spare and you
want to see a movie that takes on the form
of "Wayne's World," then go ahead and
watch it.

from page 14

Spins
Loop,the Hair+ Skin Trading Co.is modern
day mood music for the sonically deprived
listener.
This trio bases their compositions on
rhythm, pure rhythm. There are no guitar
heroics to muddle the songs here. There are,
however, some pretty intense feelings taking place on the new album titled, "Over
Valence."
"Over Valence," is also a sophomore
effort for this band and is not as impressive
as "Jo In Nine G Hell," the Hair + Skin
Trading Co.'s first collection of tunes. It
seems between the first album and "Over
Valence," the group took heavy dosses of
Sonic Youth and Neil Young to produce this
sonic creation.
The songs on "Over Valence," are less
concerned about structure and focus more

heavily on the sonic arrangement and gener- your life, trade your old CDs to a local record Valence," to embark on a dark sonic joural state of mind oftheir music.Feedback and store for Hair + Skin Trading Co.'s "Over ney through your mind.
general noise prevail in most tracks,and one
reason this album is not simply noise is the
A Film Series
Uniuersito of
fact that the rhythm section pulls this group
out of obscurity.
about Contemporary
Some of the best songs come from the
Social Issues
first part of album."Go Round," is the most
Sundays
catchy and highly structured work on the
3:30 & 7pm
For more information contact the Office of Multicultural &
Hauck Aud.
album."On Again,Off Again,""Take ConSpecial Programs, Center for Student Services, Division of
Admission $1
trol," and "K-Funk," are also three of the
Student Affairs, 3rd Floor Memorial Union Tel. 581-1425
more song oriented tunes.
The second half of the album is focused •FEBRuARy
—John Anderson, New York Newsday
on a dark, psychedelic head trip, with the
vocals being spoken just above a whisper,
"1111', SEXY AND WICKEDLY FENNY
'The Cryiog
and echoing in the distance.
`ORLANDO'should lie the hottest
in a perform:lure that
Came'. Tilde Swinton is flat out
If you cannot wait for the next Sonic
is destioiol to heron., legendary.
Youth album to come out, or are looking
THE FIRST GREAT FILM OF 1911.3"
—Pctor 'rravvirs, Golliog Stone
diligently to fill the sonic space left blank in
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"...Who says there are no suitable roles
for women out there?"
itty l'Iatley, Cosmopolitan

We Need You!

ORLANDO

•
•
111

The following student senate seats are vacant and need people
to fill them:

Aroostook Hall
Kennebec Hall
Cumberland Hall Penobscot Hall
Gannett Hall
Somerset Hall
Hancock Hall
York Village
Off-Campus(11 seats)
Hart Hall

Forms will be available in
the Student Government Office
on the third floor, Memorial Union
begining at 9 am on
Wednesday, February 2nd.

Get your forms completed and
returned as soon as possible.
First to complete the process
will be nominated.

•

This eccentric story juggles questions of
anatomy, gender, property, and history into a
dazzling feministic epic. The character flip-flops
100 years venturing across centuries and
continents on a voyage of self-discovery.

Applications for Spring
Semester Student Teaching are now
available at the Student Teaching Office, 112 Shibles Hall.

Application deadline is February 15.

Students not in the College of Education but seeking
teacher certification must
apply for the Teacher Certification Option,112 5hibles Hall.

Application deadline is February 15.
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•Worth the trip

Library opens Virginia Woolf archives
NEW YORK (AP) — An exhibition at widely available and to preserve it.
"Now that the manuscripts may enjoy a
the New York Public Library includes images of Virginia Woolfs soulful face, with rest, it seems a good time to share one of our
most popular research collections with an
its delicately aquiline features.
interested larger public," said curaequally
But of course it's the words that engulf
0.Mattson, who wrote the exhiFrancis
tor
and captivate you, streaming out into the
introduction.
catalog's
bition
starrier reaches of literary history off the
in 1920 tells of Woolfs
entry
diary
A
pages of diaries, manuscripts, notebooks
eventually "Jacob's
novel,
a
for
idea
and the printed page.
of conscious"stream
the
using
Room,"
collecsingle
The library has the largest
technique.
ness"
world,
the
in
tion of Virginia Woolf papers
"I see immense possibilities in the form
with all 28 volumes of the diaries which
upon more or less by chance 2 weeks
hit
I
200
About
some argue is her best work.
she recorded, referring to the use of
ago,"
exhibition,
the
items are out on show in
interior monologues she went
characters'
Circle."
"Virginia Woolf and Her
to such notable effect.
employ
to
on
a
telling
letter
They include the 1912
from short-story writer
letter
1917
A
Wolf,"
Leonard
friend "I'm going to marry
who also used that
Mansfield,
Katherine
even
happy
very
which obviously makes her
the similarity of
on
pounces
technique,
name.
his
of
spelling
the
on
if she's shaky
the same job,
got
have
"We
aims.
their
she
up,"
lit
be
to
feelings
"All inner
& thrilling,"
curious
very
is
it
&
Virginia
"Mrs.
novel
her
for
notes
1922
scribbles in
wrote.
she
the
"To
of
manuscript
The
Dalloway."
The exhibition's title indicates its range.
Lighthouse" is another exhibit,shown open
from friends such as Mansfield may
Letters
lines.
penned
evenly
of
page
on the first
literary interests. Others from
on
touch
1917,
in
publication,
first
the
And there's
family share personal matters
and
friends
Hogventure,
publishing
from the Woolfs'
and gossip to grief and beclothes
from
authe
which
Stories,"
"Two
arth Press:
siblings, friends and
Parents,
reavement.
handprinted
Leonard,
and
thors, Virginia
period photos.
in
captured
are
homes
themselves.
Newspaper excerpts include a notice of
The exhibition coincides with the completion ofa project to microfilm the library's the Woolfs' wedding in 1912 that a disapentire Virginia Woolf archives; the library pointed suitor of Virginia's pasted into his
says that's both to make the material more diary.

JDR Computer Services rB,

And there's the Sunday New York Herald Tribune of Oct. 27, 1929, which carried
an essay by Woolfon Dorothy Wordsworth
on the same page as a review of Woolfs
work,"A Room of One's Own."
References to the Bloomsbury group
abound among letters and papers. And the
name of T.S. Eliot. "I have just finished
setting up the whole of Mr Eliots poem with
my own hands," Virginia writes in a letter to
a friend in 1923.
The poem is "The Waste Land," for the
Hogarth Press edition of which Virgina set
the type. Eliot's typescript of the poem with
Ezra Pound's handwritten revisions and the
first edition are on display—also a letter
from Eliot to Leonard Woolf politely noting
misprints.
Woolf began to keep a diary as a school-

girl in 1897. She continued writing diaries
all her life, with gaps that included periods
of mental breakdown. Mattson estimates the
diaries "may ultimately be recognized as
her masterpiece, one of the world's greatest
diaries."
The last entry was in March 1941,during
World War II,four days before the madness
overwhelmed her and she drowned herself.
The month before she had written to tell
a friend she was reading the whole of English literature—"By the time I've reached
Shakespeare, the bombs will be falling."
She imagined "a very nice last scene" in
which "I shall fade far away, & quite forget."
The not-to-be-forgotten Virginia Woolf
is very present, inner feelings lit up, in the
exhibition, on view through April 9.

Check this cut!
Michael Hallifax, a British theater manager, whose career spans fifty years, will
speak to two theater classes on Friday,Feb.4,at Hauck Auditorium.The lectures will
be open to students and the public.
At9 a.m., Hallifax will speak on "Changes in the British Theatre from the 1930s
to the 1990s." At 10 a.m., his subject is "The English Stage Company at the Royal
Court Theatre, 1956-1959."
Hallifax's career began in 1939 when he was a stage manager for Wilson Barrett
and Esmond Knight Ltd., a repertory company in London and Edinburgh.
His career includes positions with the Royal Shakespeare Company,the National
Theatre of Great Britain, the Haymarket Theatre in Leicester and with the London
Weekend Television's "Plays on Stage" competition.
Among the notables Hallifax has worked with are Sir Anthony Hopkins, Dame
Maggie Smith, Sir Alec Guinness and Ingmar Bergman.

Term Papers, Resumes
Shareware Programming - Tutors - Games
Send for a Complete Catalog ofShareware and

K
T

Pre-Formatted
5'4" Blank Disks
also available

Desktop Publishing to: JDR

o

Call 338-9653

04915
e20
m9
.sBt,ox
fa
B.e?
P

Aso selling new and used television sets

49
v Iv
014114li
from only:

Vre°*
Bahamas
Cancun
Daytona

$359!
$359!
$129!

Also: South Padre, Jamaica, & Panama City!
725 Boylston St, Boston, MA 02116

Call your on-campus representative today!
Scott St. Clair 581-8169
or 800-328-SAVE

*Special Offer: Send in a copy of your
UMaine ID and receive a $20 discount!*
Don't wait! Space

is limited!

All flights to Cancun, Nassau and South Padre are pubic charters. The charter operator is ASA International, Inc.(D-B-S Twice a
Break Student Travel) The direct air carriers are Capitol Air Express and Express Dec. An operator participant contract is
required. Prices do not include departure taxes of $28-38. Passenger facilities charges of $3 are not included. Prices are capacity controlled and subject to availability. All payments are made directly to our National Bank of Royal Oak escrow account.

America's Best Spring Break Vacations!

The
Lime Rockets
Friday, February 4
In the Bears Den
Showtime at 9pm
The Union Board: D.TYS.P.SIDEL
581-1735
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SportsNews
The Campus
Sports Ticker

• Chris Ferrarro cut from Team USA
• Porrini comes off bench to help UMaine women's hoop
• Harding's ex to testify against her in court

•UMaine hockey

Cowboys return home
to quiet celebration
GRAPEVINE,Texas(AP)— A tired
but happy Dallas Cowboys arrived home
from their second-straight Super Bowl
victory over Buffalo to a low-key welcome from family and friends.
The players deplaned at Dallas-Fort
Worth Airport inside a large hangar
closed to the public and sheltered from
36-degree temperatures.
A Texas-size celebration is planned
Feb. 18 in downtown Dallas,after several players attend the Pro Bowl in Hawaii
this weekend and coaches attend NFL
scouting combine in Indianapolis following weekend.

Aikman,lieed among
five to miss Pro Bowl
HONOLULU(AP)—Running back
Emmitt Smith, quarterback Troy Aikman and cornerback Thomas Everett of
champion Dallas Cowboys were among
five players who won't play in the Pro
Bowl because of Super Bowl injuries.
The league announced defensive end
Bruce Smith and receiver Andre Reed of
Buffalo also will miss NFL's All-Star
game at Aloha Stadium Sunday.
Rodney Hampton of the Giants will
replace Emmitt Smith,Bobby Hebert of
Atlanta fills in for Aikman and Leroy
Butler of Green Bay takes Everett's spot
for NFC. Houston receiver Haywood
Jeffires and defensive lineman Sean
Jones will replace Reed and Bruce Smith
for AFC.

Penn St. holds top spot
in women's hoop poll
Penn State, with wins at Ohio State
and Vanderbilt,remained No. 1 in women's basketball poll.
The Lions (16-0) received 61 firstplace votes from nationwide panel of
women's coaches,increasing their point
total to 1,740.
Tennessee stayed No.2 with remaining nine first-place votesfor 1,686 points.
North Carolina moved up two to third.
Texas Tech moved to fourth, Southern Cal jumped from eighth to fifth,
Kansas was sixth and Colorado seventh.
Iowa fell from fourth to eighth, Connecticut moved up two to ninth, while
Virginia jumped two to 10th.
The second 10 were Vanderbilt,Purdue,Louisiana Tech,Stanford,Alabama,
Florida International, Washington, Seton Hall, Rutgers and Auburn.

Clips' Harper is NBA's
finest of the week
NEW YORK(AP)—Ron Harper of
the Los Angeles Clippers,who averaged
28.7 points,7.0 rebounds and 5.3 assists
record,
per game leading his team to 2-1
Week.
is NBA Player of the

Chris Ferraro cut from Team USA
But Black Bear star could be added back to Olympic roster by Feb. 11
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Team USA coach Tim Taylor cut University of Maine hockey player Chris Ferraro
from the Olympic roster Monday, but it is
unlikely Ferraro will be returning to Orono
anytime soon.
Ferraro, a sophomore in eligibility at
UMaine, will stay and practice with Team
USA until it's Olympic roster is finalized on
Feb. 11.

—just not well enough.
"Chris was a big contributor and he improved considerably,"Seibel said."Some other guysjust outplayed him or improved a little
more."
The final Olympic roster spot went to

"Some other guys just
outplayed him or
improved a little more."
—Darryl Seibel, USA
Hockey
Ferraro was the final player dropped as
Team USA cutdown to the 23-man maximum
roster for the Lillehammer Games, which begin in less than two weeks. If a Team USA
forward is injured before the Feb. 11 deadline,
Ferraro will be added back to the roster.
The team is currently in France playing in
a pre-Olympic tournament,and neither Taylor
nor Ferraro could be reached for comment.
But according to USA Hockey Director of
Media Relations Darryl Seibel,Ferraro played
well on the team's 57-game pre-Olympic tour

Chris Ferraro. (File photo.)
Darby Hendrickson, a former standout forward for the University of Minnesota.
Hendrickson totalled 12 goals and 15 assists in 55 games on the tour, which don'tseem
to match up too favorably with Ferraro's 8
goals and 34 assists in 48 games. But Hendrickson's size — he's 6'1" and 190 lbs. —
gave him an advantage over the 5'10",175 lbs.
Ferraro in Taylor's eyes.

"Tim thought Hendrickson's size and defensive skills were more suited to the Olympic
game than Chris's," Seibel said. "Hendrickson played a little better on special teams,
which also worked in his favor."
The return of 1992 Olympian Ted Drury
from a broken kneecap also helped to seal
Ferraro'sfate.Drury skated a regular shift with
the NI-IL's Calgary Flames before his injury in
November,and he is considered to be among
Team USA's top forwards.
Among the 13 forwards, seven defensemen and three goalies that make up the Team
USA roster are five current or former Black
Bears.
Goalies Garth Snow and Mike Dunham,
defensemen Chris Imes and Matt Martin and
forward Peter Ferraro — Chris's twin brother
— will be in uniform for the team's Olympic
opener with France on teb. 13.
Both Ferraros and Imes still have eligibility remaining at UMaine.Imes has decided to
sit out this season and return to UMaine for his
senior year in 1994-95.
The Ferraros have not yet indicated whether they will return to UMaine after the Olympics or sign pro cohtracts with the New York
Rangers, who own their NHL rights.
ButSeibel says it is very unlikely thatChris
Ferraro, a 51-point scorer with UMaine's National Champions a year ago, will leave for
Orono before the Olympics end.
"He has given us every indication that he
will stick around," Seibel said. "You never
know what might happen regarding injuries in
the next week-and-a-half."

•UMaine women's basketball

Black Bears down Dartmouth,60-56
HANOVER, N.H.-Another win and a
another hero for the University of Maine
women's basketball team.
UMaine freshman center Stacey Porrini
came off the bench to score nine points and
grab nine rebounds in 13 minutes as the
Black Bears defeated the Dartmouth Big
Green, 60-56, here Monday evening.
Porrini was filling in for Steph Guidi
who was sidelined early in the first half with
a shoulder injury.
Erin Grealy led the Black Bears, 13-6
overall and 5-1 in the NAC,with 17 points.
Cyndi Buetow added nine points while Chrissy Strong dished out a team-high five assists
and'pulled down seven rebounds.
The Big Green, 8-7, were led by Ilsa
Webeck's 11 points and 10 rebounds. Laurie Stucker was also in double figures with
10 points.
Black Bears Notes:
• The Black Bears resume their four
game road swing on Saturday when they
travel to Durham,N.H.to face the University ofNew Hampshire Wildcats. UMaine has
fared well on the road sporting a 7-3 record
away from Orono.
•Guidi's injury was not considered serious
and is expected to play Saturday against UNH.
(See BOX SCORE on page 18)

UMaine's Cyndi Buetow: nine points versus Dartmouth Monday.(Boyd photo.)
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•Kerrigan attack

•UMaine sports notebook

Men's hoop,swimming and more
weight) highlighted the UMaine effort, as
the women finished fifth in the Greater
Boston Track Council meet in Cambridge,
Mass.
The men were nipped by Rhode Island,
75-70, in a Saturday dual meet in Kingston,
R.I. Brian Bonser lead the men with a first
place in the high jump and a second in the
long jump.
Other top performances for the men inWomen's Ice Hockey Squad Splits eluded Preston Noon (first, 800 meters),
Jamie LaChance (first in the mile), Shawn
Pair of Weekend Games
Donna Miles had a hattrick as the UMaine Agren (first, 55m hurdles), Skip Ford (first,
women's ice hockey club routed Bates Col- 1000 m), Sean Tynan (first, 3000 m), and
Jackson Nadeau (first, triple jump). The
lege, 12-0, on Sunday.
Stacey Rondeau scored two goals, and 4x800relay team(Derek Treadwell, MichaSarah Perkins,Sue Ayres, Amanda Moores, el Rice, Noon,and Ford)also finished first.
Kristin Steele, Alex Forsyth, Dawn Porter,
and Jessica Phelps added a goal each. Janet Swim Teams Lose To Boston College
UMaine men's and women's swimming
Calder recorded the shutout in goal.
Bowdoin College defeated UMaine, 6- and diving squads each lost a dual meet
3, Saturday in Brunswick, Me. Rondeau Saturday to Boston College at Wallace Pool.
scored two goals, and Moores tallied one. The men lost 179-109, while the women
Goaltender Carrie Bodwell stopped 32 of38 suffered a 192-105 defeat.
Todd Springer won the 100 and 200
shots for UMaine.
meter backstroke events, and Josh Caron
Women's 4x220 Relay Squad Qualifies won the 1 and 3-meter diving events, while
Maxim Maximov won the 200 m breast
For New Englands
stroke.
Peters
Beth
Allison Dall, Kim Doucette,
Jen Truscheit (first 100 m backstroke,
and Julie Skillings of the women's track
in 200 m backstroke), Ginny Oullette
third
England
ChamNew
the
team qualified for
(second
200 m backstroke, second 100 m
event,
relay
meter
4x220
pionships in the
and Jen Riley (first 100 backbackstroke),
1:50.40.
finishing fifth with a time of
the women's finishes.
topped
stroke)
lb.
20
the
in
Karen Compton (sixth

UMaine Men's Hoop Pulls Out Victory
Casey Arena scored 20 points to lead the
University ofMaine men's basketball squad
to a 76-74 victory over Fairfield University
Monday night in Fairfield, Conn.
The win completed a three-game road
sweep for the Bears, who improve to 11-7
overall. Ed Jones blocked a three-point attemptin the final seconds to preserve the win,

BANGOR CINEMAS

(MISTER
(
BRGELTm

942-1 303
Pelican Brief PG13 4:00 6:55 9:40
Remains of the Day PG13 3:35 9:45
Beethoven's 2nd PG *12:00 *2:00
Mrs Doubtfire PG 13 *1:00 3:55
6:50 9:40
Grumpy Old Men PG13 *12:20
7:20
Air Up There PG *1:10 4:05 7:15
9:50
Tombstone R *12:45 3:40 6:35 9:20
Philadelphia PG13 *12:35 3:30
6:30 9:10
Iron Will PG *1:20 4:15 7:10 9:30
Cop & aHalf PG *12:00
Intersection R *2:15 4:30 7:25 9:55
Blink R *2:15 4:40 7:00 9:25

"We bake 'em best"

Mid Mall
41 Bangor Mall Blvd.
942-0001
Have a Bagelful Day
Begin Your Day with us
We open at 7:00 a.m.
Fresh Baked Bagels
No Fat•No Cholestrol
•Plain
*Poppy
*Sesame
*Onion
.Garlic
•Salt

*Saturdays & Sundays only

BARGAIN MATINEES BEFORE 6PM

•Pumpernickel
•Lt. Rye
*Whole Wheat•Super
•Cinnamon Raisin
•Bialys

Eat in or Take out
Call ahead to Pre-order
Open 7 days a week

Gillooly cuts deal to
testify against Harding
By Bob Baum
AP Sports Writer
PORTLAND,Ore.(AP)—JeffGillooly
pleaded guilty to racketeering Tuesday and
struck a deal with prosecutors to testify that
his ex-wife, Tonya Harding, approved the
assault on Nancy Kerrigan.
Under the deal, Gillooly will be exempt
from any other charges,including those that
may grow out of a federal investigation. He
agreed to serve 24 months in prison and pay
a $100,000 fine.
Gillooly's lawyer, Ron Hoevet, said his
client hoped Harding would also admit her
involvement in the plot.
"Jeff has a message for Tonya — he
hopes that she will now do what he has done
and move quickly to resolve the charges that
will surely be brought against her," Hoevet
said.
"Denial is no longer plausible," Hoevet
said."The truth about this bizarre crime has

now been revealed."
Harding, who is training for the Winter
Olympics that begin next week in Norway,
issued a statement earlier Tuesday to again
deny "all media speculation and rumors
that suggest that she was involved in the
Kerrigan assault."
"Jeff Gillooly's accusations appear to
evidence a continued practice of abusive
conduct intended to disrupt Tonya Harding's life and destroy her career," the statement said.
Harding has said she didn't learn until
days after returning to Portland Jan. 10 that
people close to her were involved in the Jan.
6 assault on Kerrigan. Harding has not been
charged.
In court,a somber Gillooly spoke quietly
and responded to Multnomah County Circuit Judge Donald Londer with short answers. He said he understood the charge
See HAR.DING from page 20

UMaine women's box score
UMaine (60)
Strong 0-3-3, Grealy 6-5-17,Rustad 12-4,Porrini 2-5-9,Dionne 1-2-4,Ripton 21-6, Sullivan 2-1-5, Buetow 4-1-9, Guidi
0-3-3, Gallant. Totals 18-50 23-32 60.
Dartmouth (56)
Sampsell 0-2-2, Stamp 0-9-9, Jones

CHOOSE
I0YCORU RISE VACATION
CRUISE.
COME IN OR CALL

HEADQUARTERS

E

3,4, 7 Day Cruises
still available
for March Break.
Accepting calls most
nights until 7pm.

2-0-4, Annis 4-0-9, Webeck 4-3-11,
Samuelson 2-0-5,Gilmore 2-1-6,Stucker 4-2-10, Lawrence. Totals 18-55 1727 56.
3-pt.field goals: Ripton,Annis,Samuelson, Gilmore
Halftime: Maine 26, Dartmouth 24

Mark Dahl
311 Center St.
Old Town, ME
(207)827-3645

WEDNESDAY is STUDENT'S DAY11
Save $3 off a McQuik's Full Service Oil Change!
765 Hogan Rd. Bangor
505 Wilson St. Brewer

CLIP'N SAVE!

McQuikib

Valid With
Student I.D.

°Hubei,
1

Sizzler®
Steak • Seafood • Salad

THERE'S A NEW
"ALICE IN
CHAINS"
DISC!

COOL! LET'S
GO TO
DR. RECORDS
AND
GET IT...

...WELL, MAYBE
TOMORROW!

L P'
NEW
USED

te
gO mAtk, 5,-.

ORcNo

es

ANC*
CASS.

$2 Off Coupon
Off Any Sizzler PurchaseExpiration 2/14/94
Not Redeemable For Cash
11 Bangor Mall Blvd.
One Coupon Per Customer
Bangor 942-3447
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•College football

•More Olympic hockey

Dunham,Snow fight for minutes
By Mike

Nadel
AP Sports Writer
ROUEN,France(AP)— Former Maine
goalie Mike Dunham,groomed for Olympic
greatness since his teens,faces the possibility of making two trips to the Winter Games
without ever playing.
"It could happen," he said Tuesday as
the U.S. hockey team prepared for a preOlympic tournament."Ifit does,obviously,
I wouldn't be happy.
"But what can you do? You just have to
swallow the pill and go on. If that happens,
I'll wait till I get to the NHL and prove
myself there."
Then again,coach Tim Taylor might go
with Dunham when the Lillehammer Games
begin next week.
The competition between Dunham and
his former Maine roommate,Garth Snow,is
too close to call.
"I'm going to play the best goaltender,"
said Taylor, whose squad meets Norway's
Olympians on Thursday. "I want to make
sure I've got the goaltender who's ready to
win and capable of winning. If we have two
goalies in that situation, that's better."
Or is it?
When the United States won the gold
medal in 1960, Jack McCartan was the undisputed No. 1 goalie. When America won
silver in 1972, Mike Curran stood out. Jim
Craig starred for the 1980 gold medalists.
And in 1992 at Albertville,the United States
finished a surprising fourth because of the
incredible goaltending of Ray LeBlanc.
U.S. coach Dave Peterson went into the

'92 Games thinking he might rotate LeBlanc, Dunham and Scott Gordon.
In fact, it appeared Dunham might get
the early nod. Dunham had always played
well for the national team and was fabulous
in the 1991 Junior World Championships.
He then played 311/2 shutout minutes in the
intense final Olympic tuneup against Sweden.
Before the Olympics, then-U.S. personnel director Art Berglund said:"Dunham is
the kind of goaltender you need in a tournament. In the juniors, he was the difference
between sixth place in a medal."
But Peterson chose LeBlanc, a minorleague veteran. Gordon was the backup.
That left Dunham, then 19, on the outside.
"I heard it came down to me and Ray,"
Dunham said. "I think Peterson was a little
afraid to throw me in there at such a young
age. He was afraid, if I faltered, to feel the
heat. And I don't think he wanted me to feel
the pressure. So he played Ray, and Ray
played great and kept the job."
History might repeat itself for Dunham.
Taylor could start the 24-year-old Snow,
who lacks Dunham's international experience but played well in the minors and in a
month-long stint for the NHL's Quebec
Nordiques. And with America's first game
against non-contender France,Snow immediately could establish himself as the go-to
goalie.
"Isuppose something like that could happen," Taylor said. "Or I could give them
each a game early in the Olympics and ifthey
See GOALIES page 20

SEC may end up on CBS
By Jay Reeves
Associated Press Writer
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) — Southeastern Conference athletic directors met
Tuesday with executives from the College
Football Association and CBS, which is trying to rebuild after losing both pro football
and baseball.
SEC commissioner Roy Kramer, speaking during a break in the daylong meeting,
said no immediate decision was expected on
the league's television rights. He declined
further comment.
But an official with the CFA said the SEC
was looking only at what to do after the 1995
season, when the CFA's $175 million contract with ABC expires. The SEC's share of
that deal is reported to be about $15 million.
"Any type of extension beyond(1995)is
where the SEC would be able to explore their
options, and that is currently what they're
doing," said CFA marketing director Mike
Bone from his office in Boulder, Colo.
Bone said discussions were solely between the SEC and CBS,not the network and
the CFA, which includes 64 of the largest
NCAA universities.
CFA executive director Chuck Neinas
was in Birmingham for the meeting. Rick
Gentile, senior vice president of CBS Sports,
said the network also had a representative
there.
"That's all I can say," Gentile said in a
telephone interview from Los Angeles.
Turner Broadcasting System Inc. reportedly is interested in entering the SEC's tele-

vision mix,but TBS spokesman Greg Hughes declined comment on the SEC meeting.
CBS is looking for something to fill its
weekend schedule after losing both major
league baseball and its NFL broadcasts.
Fox grabbed the NFL rights earlier this
month with a bid of $1.58 billion over four
years, about $400 million more than CBS
offered.
CBS' coverage of college football currently is limited to two postseason games,the
CarQuest Bowl and the John Hancock Bowl.
But that would be drastically expanded
through a deal with the SEC, which has 12
teams and a championship game pitting its
divisional champions against each other.
SEC spokesman Mark Whitworth said 62
of the 136 games involving SEC teams last
season were televised.
LSU athletic director Joe Dean told the
New Orleans Times Picayune that any SEC
contract with CBS would not affect the
league's arrangements with ESPN and Jefferson-Pilot. The cable sports channel pays
the conference on a per-game basis, and
Jefferson-Pilot syndicates games to individual television stations.
Dean also was quoted as saying CBS was
interested in putting together a package with
the SEC and the Big East Conference to cover
a larger geographic area and a much bigger
potential television market.
It was unclear whether a deal between the
SEC and the CFA would result in the conference leaving the association, of which it is a
founding member.Butlosing the SEC would
be considered a major blow to the CFA.

Writers
After 8

II

Delivery Special
Sunday thru Thursday only

FREE Coke

Ail

with each pizza delivered to campus
PTI
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$3.25
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0 tIrR,`

and Indulge Your Love

$6.00

Plain or 1-item

Plain or 1-item

Small Pizza

Large Pizza

a $4.50 value

a $8.50 value

riting

Stop d wn to our of El
in the basement of Lord
Hall or call Frank Gallagher @581-3061

Delivery hours 5 p.m. to 12 Midnight
Daily Prices include tax and delivery
Tip your delivery driver, He/She is a student, too!
Limited Time Only
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Goalies
both play well, I might keep rotating them."
That would be nothing new for Dunham
and Snow, who roomed together at Maine
for three seasons-the kid who was groomed
for greatness and the late bloomer.
"We've got a good friendship. We root
for each other," Snow said. "I don't think
it's any accident that, because of our good
relationship, we've been on good teams."
They helped Maine win the NCAA Division I title last season. Snow's statistics(210-1 record,2.08 goals-against average,.915
save percentage) were slightly better than
Dunham's(19-0-1, 2.65,.893).
That's also the case to date in pre-Olympic competition. Snow has a 3.19 GAA and
.889 percentage to Dunham's 3.89 and .868.

from page 19
And while Dunham said he's"been fighting the puck a little bit" recently,Snow is on
a roll as the Olympics near.
"I usually start off slow and then come
around as the season goes.It happened again
this year," Snow said. "I came out of Quebec with a boost of confidence."
So who will start on Feb. 13? Will Dunham get the nod because he's paid his dues
and has proven himself on the international
ice? Or will he lose out again to an older
goalie with pro experience?
"I don't mind alternating with Mike
because we've proven that it's worked for
us," Snow said. "Of course, we both want
to be the guy when the pressure's on."
Said Dunham: "I just want to play."

•Pro Bowl

Three added to NFC squad
HONOLULU(AP)-Green Bay Packers quarterback Brett Favre, San Francisco
49ers running back Ricky Watters and Philadelphia Eagles linebacker Seth Joyner were
added to the NFC squad for Saturday's Pro
Bowl.
Favre will replace the New York Giants'

Phil Simms, who has a shoulder injury. Watters takes the place of Detroit Lions runner
Barry Sanders, who is nursing a knee injury.
Joyner was named by coach George Seifert as the NFC's "need" player, a defensive end or linebacker deemed by the head
coach as a necessary player to the team.

We care about you, readers.

Harding
against him.
"What is your plea?" Londer asked.
"Guilty," Gillooly said, nodding his
head slightly.
In a later statement to reporters,Hoevet said Gillooly attended a Dec. 28 meeting with the three other men charged in
the attack to discuss how to prevent Kerrigan from competing in the U.S. Figure
Skating Championships in Detroit.
"After the meeting, while driving toward home,Tonya approved the plan that
had been discussed and gave the OK for
the assault on Nancy Kerrigan. The final
decisions was hers to make," Hoevet
said.
Hoevet was asked what words Gillooly
said Harding used to approve the plan,
and he said,"As I understand the quote,
it's 'OK,let's go for it,' or 'OK,let's do
it."'
Gillooly,26,confessed to seven crimes
in the attack, including two counts that
Hoevet said involved Harding: conspiracy and perjury.
Harding won the national championship after Kerrigan was struck on the right
leg,forcing her to withdraw.Both women
were named to the Olympic team.
Gillooly said he asked Harding's bodyguard,Shawn Eckardt,to send alleged hit
man Shane Stant and alleged getaway
driver Derrick Smith to Detroit to club
Kerrigan on the knee.

Maine Campus classifieds
help wanted
Summer Jobs With Upward Bound
Work with high school students on the
University of Maine campus. We need
English,foreign language,science, math,
career information teachers, a nurse,
residential life counselors, workshop coordinator, work experience coordinator
and others. Summer work-study especially helpful. Excellent professional experience. Room and board available for
some positions. Details/application: Upward Bound, 316 Chadbourne Hall; University of Maine, 581-2522.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENTMake up to $2,000-$4,000+/mo. teaching basic conversational English abroad.
Japan, Taiwan, and S. Korea. Many ernployers provide room & board + other
benefits. No teaching background orAsian
languages required. For more information call:(206)632-1146 ext. J5067.
Cruise Ships Now Hiring-Earn up to
$2,000+/month working on cruise ships
or land-tour companies. World travel.
Summer & full-time employment available. No experience necessary. For more
information call 1-206-634-0468 ext.
C5067.
URGENT NOTICE! NEED CASH? Earn
$300-$500 week from HOME clipping
articles from your school, local, state and
nat'l newspapers! Earn $3-$5/article part
time! Easy work-no experience needed!
High paying opportunity! Start immediatelyl WRITE: Director, Dept. 108,P.O. Box
11916, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33339-1916.

help wanted
Production Assistant needed-Layout
of the Maine Campus, 10-15 his/week.
Knowledge of Macs, PageMaker, and
graphics programs helpful. Apply at the
Maine Campus in Lord Hall.

miscellaneous
FREE CLASSIFIEDS! Where? In the Campus Trader! We reach almost 15,000
students! Call 944-9169.
GREEKS & CLUBS-Earn $50-$250 for
yourself plus up to $500 for your club!
This fund-raiser costs nothing and lasts
one week. Call now and receive a free
gift. 1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65.
Resolution solution! Step aerobics at
Clark's Fitness. Beginners welcome.
Evening classes, low prices. 827-2456.
INLIMBO DJ SERVICE,The most music,
over $12,000! All request, exactly what
you want, Mike Laramee 947-6559.

travel
Spring Break '94-Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica, Florida & Padre! 110% lowest
price guarantee! Organize 15 friends &
your trip is free! Take a Break Student
Travel (800) 328-7283.
Last chance to book! Spring break sale
1994! Special rates from Boston to Jamaica and Cancun from only $449! Lowest prices guaranteed to S. Padre, Florida!
Call Sunsplash Tours today at 1-800426-7710.

from page 18
Hoevet said the FBI received an anonymous call implicating Harding,Gillooly,
Eckardt and Smith while the skater was
still in Detroit. When she and Gillooly
returned to Portland, agents watched as
they met with Eckardt to concoct a cover
story,called Smith from public telephones
and repeatedly drove by Eckardt's house
in an attempt to monitor his interview
with the FBI, Hoevet said.
He said Harding personally obtained
Kerrigan's practice schedule, both in Boston and Detroit, and provided a picture of
her from a magazine.
She became irate when the attack had
not taken place by New Year's Eve, and
demanded her $2,000 back from Eckardt,
Hoevet said.
Meanwhile, a special figure skating
panel met Tuesday for the first time in
Colorado Springs,Colo.,to consider stripping Harding of her U.S. Figure Skating
Association membership. That membership is needed for her to compete in the
Olympics.
Bill Hybl, the former U.S. Olympic
Committee president who chairs the panel, said the panel may have its recommendation sooner than its self-imposed Feb.
10 deadline.
Mike Moran,spokesman for the U.S.
Olympic Committee, said "it would be
inappropriate for the USOC to comment
on today's events."

Stop by the basement ofLord
Hall for your classified ad.

for sale
Atomic Arc 737SL 200S-Barely used
demo skis w/ Solomon 747 bindings.
Asking $250 or B/0. Call Mike 866-0235.
Amiga 500 computer-Super resolution,
graphics and killer music and speech. Like
super VGA and Soundblaster built-in! 1
meg memory, 2 disk drives, color monitor, over 100 games, animation and productivity programs. Mouse and 2 joysticks. $400/60, will consider trades. Jeff
827-7928.
Snowboard equipment: '93 K2, '94
bindings, '92 boots, goggles, lock, '93
gloves-$400 or B/0.1-8662, ask for KC
Macintosh computer for sale-Complete system including printer only $500.
10St &

found

Lost: Missing from Ram's Horn on Sat. 1/
22/94-1 soft bass case, 1 DOD flange,4
patch cords + 9 volt battery. Any info call
Public Safety at 1-4040.
Lost: Prescription sunglasses in a maroon case in December/January. If found,
call Laura at 581-1686.
Lost: Reddish-brown rolled collar
sweater on Wed. 1/26. $20 reward.
Scott 866-5682.
Lost: Maroon coat w/ hood in Deering
Hall, first floor on Mon.,Jan. 24th. Please
contact Jeff McElroy at 827-9849.
Found: Casio sports watch w/ metal
case + plastic band. Found outside Memorial Gym 1/28. Call Randy 827-6541
to claim.

apartments
Apartments for fall '94. Efficiencies 1,
2,3,4,5 BR apts. Walking distance to
campus. 866-2516 or 941-9113.
Orono-Nice, clean, 1-2 bedrooms, in
town. Heat & hot water incl., parking,
$475.866-2386.
Orono-Heated 2 BR apts. partially furn.
Within walking distance to Univ. 8662816.
Orono-Rooms in private home. A two
minute walk to Univ. 866-2816.

roommates
Share lovely, quiet home in Orono.
Reasonable, great deal, phone, laundry,
utilities incl. Call Clara 866-3701.
Female roommate wanted-10 min.
drive to campus. All utils. paid incl. cable.
Own room, $175/mo. 827-6744.
Female roommate needed-$235/
mo. incl. washer & dryer. Close to
campus. Please contact Jen at 8663943

personals
Heather "Brrrownnn" Davis-Happy
22nd birthday (tomorrow)!
Love-K, K, and 1
Josh & Clinton-You were "breathtaking." Your minds and bodies gave us
inspiration--Tamika, Laura and ha
To the cute guy who sits in the front
row of physics class-see ya at the
Maine Event

